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Practical Initiatives Addressing Boys' Needs
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Adapting Programs, Engaging Boys
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ABOUT THE BULLETIN
• A focus on practical initiatives
going on in schools
• Putting teachers in touch with
others who are trialing new
approaches to boys’ education
• Support and encouragement for a
constructive debate on boys’
education issues
• Develop materials and programs
to assist teachers in their work
with boys
• Provide advice on the suitability
of new resources directed at boys

This theme this issue is about adapting programs so that they work for the boys in
your school. The central piece is an overview by well known academic and researcher
Ken Rigby on what the research has to say about boys and bullying. There are gender
differences in predisposition, responses and long-term effects of bullying, but there
are also many similarities. While there is evidence to show boys have less empathy
than girls and we might think boys are more immune from fellow feeling for victims,
the most successful approaches work as well for boys as they do for girls.
In a companion article Libby Peterson describes how Jamison High School has made a
point of student involvement in its anti-bullying initiatives. Libby also travelled on a
Churchill Fellowship to look at programs overseas and comments on the most
successful programs she saw.
The time when a lot of bullying takes place is of course on the playground. How the
school structures play or what it offers students at these times is a significant factor.
Inger Tunks details the effect on boys of the Alternate Play Program at Charles Conder
Primary School, ACT. Interestingly, the program also builds on student initiative as the
students make up games and rules that the teachers have to follow.
Realising that she couldn’t run her classroom as normal when she learned that she
was to have a Year 3 all boys class at Rainworth State School, Queensland, Wendie
Hirsch adapted her teaching to where the boys were. The lessons she draws are a
wonderful example of the principles that would bring any classroom alive. In
particular the class meetings went a long way to assisting the group to work out the
way they played with each other and resolve any conflicts.
Likewise, at West Wallsend High School, NSW, Mark Snedden has creatively adapted
teaching methods to his students. Building up the confidence and achievement of
Year 7 & 8 boys whose experience of school has been overwhelmingly negative is no
small task. But it meant dropping traditional teaching methods as being a
disciplinarian just didn’t work.
The last feature is the innovative and award winning ‘No Dole’ Program at Brooks
High School, Tasmania. Starting in 1995 with a school-community initiative focused
on moving Year 10 students out of a ‘dole mentality’ Brooks High has developed a
whole school approach that involves many ‘Middle School’ reforms. The important
thing is that student alienation has been replaced by students actually believing that
there is someone in the community that cares what happens to them and that there
can be a positive future even in a depressed part of Tasmania.
To motivate community and staff to support boys’ education initiatives, it is useful to
give factual information on the picture of boys’ needs. We are pleased to include a
new feature section in this issue: Health And Well-Being Data For Boys And Young
Men. The graphs are those used by Richard Fletcher in his presentations to groups
around Australia. He has found that this information generates concern which leads
to support for school-based initiatives. Future issues will provide additional data on
physical and social outcomes for young males.
We also bring an expanded Bulletin Board. We realise teachers do tend to get isolated
and will keep developing this part of the Bulletin with teaching ideas, updates and
resource reviews. We hope you enjoy the issue.
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Learning
with Boys
Wendie Hirsch describes what she learned as
she adapted her strategies and classroom
management to her Year 3 class of 19 boys
at Rainworth State School, Queensland.

It is with sadness that I farewell my class of 2000 - 19 Year 3 boys - a class I
will always remember with special fondness.
The class became a boy’s class because the year level contained 30 boys out
of 40 children. Because there were so few girls, it was thought the girls
would have a better chance of having satisfactory social interaction with
each other if they were all in the one class, so, of two classes, one became all
boys, the other an equal mix of boys and girls. I knew from the start that I
would need to review my teaching strategies to choose the best path for a
class of boys only. I looked forward to the challenge. My last all boys class
was 16 year old Year 10s at a Brisbane High School many years ago.
Set in the inner western suburbs of Brisbane, Rainworth State School has
399 students including 50 preschoolers. The school has a high proportion of
professional families, many of whom are involved in the school.
In this article I review the characteristics I found in this Year 3 boys’ class and
explain how I catered for this in my teaching strategies. Because this was an
all boys class, I was able to observe boys’ characteristics and needs more
clearly and will integrate these observations into my teaching of mixed
gender classes in future.

Doing stuff with boys: construction.
The finished Preying Mantis.

1. Enthusiasm Was High But Needed Harnessing Quickly
I found energy and enthusiasm to be very high, to start with, but tapering off
rather quickly. I therefore needed lots of changes of subject and venue
particularly earlier in the year. A short burst of written activities would be
followed by a change to a circle on the floor for hands on activities with
hundreds, tens and ones boards and MAB blocks for each student, or counting
charts and counters or notes and coins so that everyone was physically busy
and kept on task. When the class studied insects and were preparing to write
an information report on a chosen insect, all boys were very eager to get
started. After 2 longish sessions, most of that energy was already dissipated
and they had run out of enthusiasm much quicker than I had expected and
wanted to move on. To overcome this, I timetabled the writing at peak
learning times, i.e. at the beginning of the day or just after a break, and
shortened the length of the sessions to ensure the energy carried over.
2. The Natural Need For Physical Activity
The boys were naturally boisterous and physically tactile so they needed a
lot of organised activity and movement. Apart for Physical Education, I
included other ways of raising the level of physical activity in my teaching to
cater for this need. A morning talk about a toy car collection became an
estimate/ measure of how many metres, rounded off to the nearest metre,
each would travel, the trial being outside on the cement.
To incorporate movement, we would go from story writing at desks to a
group on the floor for a focused vocabulary lesson, then to group maths at
different stations round the room. Room configuration changed from desks
all facing the front for more formal work, to grouped desks for art, science or
maths groups.
Where possible I would use action in lessons instead of just talk, e.g.
illustrating the odd/even concept with the students standing in groups and
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pairing to leave one over in an odd number, or
illustrating ordinal number using a line of boys
with signs for them to hold up, with the written
symbols on them. Although these methods
would work with both genders, with boys there is
a greater need for these techniques because boys
learn differently. In my experience, girls learn
more verbally, interpersonally and the boys learn
more readily in action; by doing,
3. Joining In
“Doing stuff” with the boys was important. For
this reason I joined the Kilometre Club and ran
round the oval with them early Tuesday mornings
- counting up my kilometres week by week with
them. It was lots of fun and good for the fitness
level as well as being a way of building rapport
with the boys.
Our class garden, near our room, was a source of
regular ‘doing stuff’. Planting, potting, weeding
and watering were regular group or individual
activities. The boys related to me by wanting to
water the garden.
At the beginning of the year I felt lonely. Usually
the girls in my other classes had come to me and
talked. For example, they made comments on my
earrings. But the boys were out there playing ball.
The loneliness passed quickly when I got involved
with what they were doing instead of expecting
them to come and talk to me. Joining in is the
boy equivalent of girls coming and having a yarn.
4. Reframing Competition
Competitiveness was strong amongst the boys at
an individual, group and whole class level. I
needed to manage this so it had a positive
outcome. As in any group some will do better
than others at an individual level. I emphasised
the concept of ‘Personal Best’ wherever possible,
as this is a term they are familiar with from sport.
Following weekly testing of number facts, each
boy would graph his results on his own graph.
Over the months, trends became obvious on each
boy’s graph and often an improvement would be
visible. I encouraged those boys who did not do
so well to look for their Personal Best trends and
when an improvement surge was obvious in a
graph, I would praise this improvement while

displaying the graph to the whole class. In this
way the less able students gained some stature
with their peers.
The boys had fun establishing their class ‘Personal
Best’. When we changed the configuration of our
desks the boys wanted me to time the change.
How many seconds would we take to swap desks
from front facing to group facing? Our record,
kept written in a corner of the blackboard, was 32
seconds. If I forgot to count then I was reminded,
“Count Mrs Hirsch!” Getting books ready quickly
wasn’t hard but it was important to provide
positive feedback for individuals who had
complied quickly. “Thanks A, you were quick, and
so were B and C. Good work D, you’re ready!”
This immediately produced 6 more compliant
children, and then the next 10 also complied
quickly. I would vary this with looking for a row
of children who were completely ready, giving
positive feedback by name. Other rows would
quickly comply.

“Yes I can hear your
heart beat”.
‘Dad talk’ about being
a heart surgeon.

The boys, of their own accord, turned most things
into competitions and loved doing it. In a parent
talk on electricity we had two small wind
generators. To work these the boy had to hold
one and run up the playground and back. When
electricity was produced , a red light was
activated. Everyone had two turns. While the
adult’s attention was on the solar powered unit
nearby, the boys started up two teams and
quickly had a relay race going with 2 wind
generators.
5. Boys Love Challenges
The boys had wonderful enthusiasm for learning.
The energy level in the room could be so high that
it was like a ‘can of worms’. This needed to be
harnessed for learning. Because I had so many
bright boys I always took subjects further than a
Year 3 level. An animal classification lesson
developed way beyond a primary level. The boys
found a challenge exciting and stimulating.
I gave them a question to research at home and
asked them to bring the answer next day. They
were to find out, to which special group the
platypus and echidna belong. Eight out of the
nineteen returned the next day with the answer
‘Monotreme”. Boys often did extra work in their
The Boys in Schools Bulletin
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own time to research discussion topics from the
day before.
Parent Speakers
Wanting to provide enrichment for the bright
boys and to involve parents, especially dads in
their sons’ education, I started a Parent Speaker
Program. These have been very successful in my
mixed gender classes in other years as well.
I wanted to introduce a variety of topics that
would not normally be studied in Year 3. I
encouraged dads in particular to come forward,
first at my parent/teacher night, then later
through my class newsletters. A number of
mothers collaborated with me in getting busy
dads to come, knowing it would be particularly
good for their sons to have their dads in the
classroom, modeling the importance of learning.
One mum said, “I’ll put it in his diary then he’ll
come.” These talks introduced a wide variety of
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very stimulating topics and as well gave an
enormous boost to the self-esteem of the boy
whose parent was the speaker of the day. One
mum reported that her son ‘grew ten feet taller’.
Once a number of exciting talks were complete,
the boys themselves, encouraged by me, put
pressure on their parents to join in and name a
date. One father told me his son had said, “Dad
you’ve got to come next week.”
For these talks I encouraged a practical hands-on
approach by providing advice to have some
activities and some reading included where
possible. The sessions were usually about half an
hour in length. They went longer when activities
created especially high interest.
The speakers went to a lot of trouble to prepare
wonderful talks. The following table illustrated
the variety we achieved.

Parent

Talk

Practical aspect

Dad

Planes and rockets

• Examining a large model plane
• Letting a rocket off on the oval

Dad

Bike maintenance

• Looking at parts of the bike
• Taking off wheels and other parts

Dad

Health and fitness

• Lesson on bones, muscles etc
• Stretching activities on oval

Mum

Federal policing

• Came in uniform
• Finger printing
• Role play using handcuffs

Dad

Law courts

• Dressed up for role play all boys involved
• Dad dressed as a judge in wig and gown and arrived at
classon Roller Blades

Dad

Heart surgery

• All boys dressed in masks, gowns and gloves
• Stethoscopes for groups to listen to heart
• Read a story to the class about a child patient

Dad

Steam engines, wind and
solar power generators

• Working steam engine
• Boys running to make wind generate electricity

Mum

Marketing

• Group activity to guess the company that is advertising
the product

Dad

Computers

• Pull out the bits of one and discuss

Dad

Mining

• Slides: specimens of rocks
• Use magnets and magnifying glasses to examine them

Dad

Boats

• Charts and booklets to refer to in discussion

6. Bodily functions and bizarre things are of
great interest.
As with every class, working with their interests,
generates more learning. Talking about the Greek
derivation of monotreme (“one hole”) and what
happened in and out of that hole was of
enormous interest. One day I chose the word
‘fluff’ to illustrate the cursive joins of ‘f’. There
was great hilarity. They asked if I knew why they
were laughing. I said, “Of course I do. A ‘fluff’ is
a ‘fart’ isn’t it?” I seemed to gain honorary
membership of the boys’ club for that moment.
Indulging the boys’ interest in things basic is a
positive step in getting and keeping their
attention.
An ‘ancient Egypt’ day quickly focused on the
ancient art of embalming. How the brains were
pulled out with a hook was particularly
fascinating to the boys. This study occurred at the
same time as a number of boys had asked me to
teach them to use a crochet hook to make chains.
I made sure to refer to this as we read about
embalming. When we were studying a food unit,
they enjoyed hearing the gory details of how one
obtained a chicken to roast in the old days, before
they were available frozen in the supermarket.
Since 1993 I have been keeping native North
Queensland Giant Burrowing Cockroaches as
pets. I include these ‘pets’ in my curriculum every
year, but this boys’ class is the first to show real
enthusiasm for these non-standard pets and to
want to help in their care.
7. Social Skilling was a very strong need in
the boys’ class
Social skills and facets of emotional intelligence
need to be explicitly taught to any class,
particularly to boys. There were lots of smart
comments and put-downs where boys ‘big noted’
themselves vis-à-vis others and tried to climb to
the top of the social pile, or rise in the pecking
order. These features were much more obvious
than in a mixed class.
Class meetings
Class meetings were a way of teaching social
skills, of providing a forum for disputes and
grievances, and of highlighting issues of
emotional intelligence.
Organisation
Class meetings were held once a week for around
20 minutes with the occasional extra meeting
when necessary. That boys regularly asked for
extra class meetings was a tribute to how
effective they found them as a forum where
things got sorted out.
We sat in a circle so all had eye contact with all
others. We used a ball, which we passed from

speaker to speaker to indicate whose turn it was
to speak. Urgency to speak required that we
adhere strictly to the rule of one person speaking
at a time. I acted as a facilitator and reflector of
feelings. One boy had complained about another
and what had been done to him. Reflections
from me such as, “You must have felt very hurt by
that,” gave the boy a chance to clarify his
feelings. He could agree or disagree. Either way
he was helped to work it out, and his mates
better understood where he was coming from. At
this age, boys are not old enough to do this for
themselves.
I did not take notes until after meetings as I
noticed that it seemed inhibiting if I was writing
during the meeting.
Format
Topics were initiated by the boys. I often first
summed up what our last meeting was about and
what we had learnt from it, then asked what boys
wanted to talk about in the current meeting.
Topics fell broadly into 2 groups

We used a ball,

1. Problems arising from group play in the
playground

which we

2. Issues between individuals over perceived
‘wrong doing’

passed from

I usually needed to ask for ‘other people’s’
versions of events. We all listened to each
version. Often we were really none the wiser, but
at least everyone was heard and appeared to feel
better for being heard. I could usually distil some
general interpersonal truth from an incident and I
would emphasise that.
If someone’s version seemed garbled I would
paraphrase back what I had heard from that
person with a question in my voice at the end:
“So, X, you are saying that it was unfair that Y
didn’t share the equipment and take his turn???”
I would then get either a “Yes” or a refined
version from X which would give deeper
understanding. If we were no closer to working
out what was going on after several of these
versions, my summing up might be, “So we can
see here that it’s really important to be fair if we
want to have mates. Being a mate is about
sometimes giving and sometimes taking ... “ And
then I would remind them of our discussions
about friendship.

speaker to
speaker to
indicate whose
turn it was to
speak.

Modelling a Positive Focus
Keeping meetings positive was an important part
of encouraging boys to open up. If a meeting got
too negative I asked for the ‘good news’ about
mates and others. I praised these positive
statements and more positively was injected into
the meeting. At all meetings I took all
opportunities to articulate good points about
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Many class
meetings were
about group
game rules, the
favouring of
friends in group
games and how
you feel when
put down or
laughed at.

people. Boys began to follow this model and
hearing the good, as well as the bad, gave the
boys the confidence to open up more. Learning
how to give positive feedback, taught largely by
positive teacher and peer modelling, is a very
important social skill for students and important
for running class meetings.

how powerful the ‘onlooker’ role is in conflict.
Through this program, the boys had the
language to use in class meetings to discuss
bullying and get better insights into how
onlookers encourage the bully and contribute
to bullying by laughing, clapping and joining
in teasing.

Highlights of Group Play Discussions
Teasing: E felt bad when called names. This
led to discussion of how it feels to be called
names. Certain boys did this a lot and were
not liked for this. Discussion followed on
‘What are likeable people like?’ This gave us
a set of criteria to return to in later
discussions. The teasing was not magically
eliminated but some empathy seemed to
develop which did discourage it.

Fairness and Sportsmanship
Many class meetings were about group game
rules, the favouring of friends in group games
and how you feel when put down or laughed
at. These pointed to a need to define
sportsmanship. The boys defined it as ‘being
fair’, ‘not favouring friends’, ‘if you’re out, go
out without complaining’, ‘no put downs,
when they’re out’, ‘have a go’, ‘try to be
really generous’.

Friendship: X said that Y was his enemy.
Others said ‘Y just reacts too quickly, but if
he’s your friend, that’s different.’ If you want
a friend, you have to be one. How do you be
a friend? Role plays where several boys acted
out a scene led to the boys developing the
rules - ask to join, join in what they’re doing
with permission (not what you want to be
doing), ask the rules, don’t make demands or
be bossy.
Once rules were developed, we did role
training to give lots of boys practice at trying
to join a group. This meant re-playing the
scenes acted out before, but this time aiming
for a positive outcome. Children who already
had the skill were chosen to try the role, so
they would be providing a good model for the
others. Only after several good models, did X
get his turn to try new behaviour.
Leadership: The boys were criticising a
leader but missed him when he was away.
Things did not go as smoothly without him.
This taught the boys how much they relied on
various people to take certain roles and that
they should not be too critical of the efforts of
one of their peers trying to fill a difficult role.
Problems about sporting equipment
Boys reported that Q was boss of the game
because it was his ball and that he wasn’t a
fair leader. We worked out that, to even out
the power, it was better to play with schoolowned equipment, then there was no ‘owner’
being bossy. In this way the play was more
inclusive and more harmonious.
The role of the onlooker
The school had been working on a ‘Fair Go’
Program in which the issue of bullying was
being addressed. One of the significant roles
discussed in the program was that of “the
onlooker”. Within class meetings and then in
outside activities, the boys began to realise
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We were then able to use this language to
discuss behaviour in disputes about games,
and then to establish what rule changes
would be appropriate. When one boy
suggested a change, we sought opinions of
others on that change. Usually there were
modifications to be discussed. Boys would
come up with sensible suggestions and good
reasoning as to why rules would or would not
work. Group consensus was then established
on what rule to try in the next play session.
Boys would often report back on their
successes after the play period. Of course, no
improvement lasted, without consistent
revisiting of issues and practice of skills.
Admitting mistakes
Late in the year one boy, a very popular child
looked up to by most, spontaneously admitted
that he had been wrong on an issue. I praised
his courage in making this admission. In later
meetings other boys spontaneously admitted
mistakes and I again praised this action,
stressing that a lot of courage is needed to
admit errors. It was vital that the most
important role model in the class displayed
this behaviour first, as it gave the others
permission to open up and follow his
example.
This positive development - the admitting of
mistakes - was able to take place because of
the non-punitive nature of the meetings. No
one ever ‘got into trouble’ as a result of things
said at meetings. It is also possible that the
‘boys only’ environment made it easier to
open up in front of others.
Highlights From Discussions of Issues
Between Individuals
It was interesting that boys felt quite free to talk
about another boy by name and to give all details
about what he did to them without feeling they
were ‘dobbing’.

In our school culture ‘dobbing’ on classmates gets
harder the older a boy gets. At this Year 3 age it
is already quite difficult for many. After 2 months
of Term 1, quite early in the year, this seemed to
be completely overcome in class meetings and it
was felt OK to ‘dob’. The boys were willing to air
their feelings. It was OK to express themselves
strongly and it was somehow safe perhaps
because I was there. The boys saw positive results
arising from our discussions. This was an
important factor in freeing them to speak up. We
were modelling talking out problems rather than
solving them physically. Perhaps there was less to
fear in this method of talk rather than physical
violence. As before, I used role-plays to examine a
situation, then role training to model and practise
new behaviours.
Aggressive Playmate 1
The boys reported in class meetings that A,
from another class, was a problem because he
hurt people and had lots of enemies. The boys
solved the problem by B, C and D
spontaneously offering to help by playing
with that boy. Some success was reported
later. Making people feel included is a great
life skill. Inclusivity creates more positive
outcomes inside and outside the classroom.
Aggressive Playmate 2
In another class meeting K complained that M
was purposely knocking people over and was
bossy. When someone else asked if he could
join in a game with M, the answer was “NO!”
This hurt. The group tried to work out how M
could have said ‘no’ in a less hurtful way.
Role-plays established some alternative way
of saying ‘no’. I chose effective
communicators for these so that good models
were established. I praised effective attempts
and proceeded to give children, including M,
practice at how to say ‘no’ less hurtfully. The
recipients of the ‘no’ in the role-plays were
asked how they felt when told ‘NO”. We used
this as a measure of effectiveness. The main
target of the role training, M, was in no way
singled out. He just became on of the number
of boys to try the new behaviour.
One group of boys then spontaneously
undertook to let M join their group and to
help to coach him in these skills as they
played. They reported some success that day.
Over time this boy did moderate his bossiness
and his desire to impose his will on the group.
8. Giving Instructions
There was a high level of not listening to
instructions and not following them. I learned to
get full attention including eye contact before I
gave the boys an instruction. I also reduced the
complexity of my verbal instructions, giving clear

concise wording and not too many steps to follow
at once. We would often stop between steps to
strengthen that listening behaviour and check
that instructions were follow.
9. Consistent Behaviour Management
Boys need to know who is in charge and what the
rules are. There must be no power vacuum. They
need tight parameters with a clear idea of where
they stand in a group.
When they know that their teacher is in charge
and what the rules are, things run more smoothly.
1. Follow directions immediately
2. Hand up to speak
One person speaks at at time
3. Be in the right place
4. Look after yourself, others and belongings

We jointly developed a set of rules for the
classroom. There were positive consequences and
praise for compliance with a set of consequences
for non-compliance. As would any class, the boys
responded best to constant positive feedback
about what they were doing correctly (see earlier
in this article). Behaviour Management had to be
tight to maximise learning. Consistency was the
key. It was very important to the boys that rules
were followed to the letter for everyone. Their
strong sense of justice was obvious. In fact if I
inadvertently missed something I was swiftly
reminded by the boys.
10. Boys Need Training in Group Skills
The boys needed time to get to know each other
as a large group first, time to get to know their
teacher, and to get used to the culture in the
room. Meshing as a new class takes time and
needs to be well advanced before trying to adjust
to forming smaller groups. Once we had
coalesced as a class group - about week 5 - I
decided we were ready to try smaller groups, with
help from parents.

When they
know that their
teacher is in
charge and
what the rules
are, things run
more smoothly.

The boys needed training in group skills. These
group skills need coaching, positive feedback and
a lot of time and patience to develop. It was an
on-going task throughout the year to shape the
desired behaviour. Group rules needed to be
reviewed regularly.
Because my focus was always on developing
appropriate negotiation and social skills it was
important for me to carefully choose the formation
of groups and the individuals that formed them.
Therefore I used the ideas of roles for group
members from Primary Investigations. When
forming these groups I defined roles and provided
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Groupwork with
boys: constructing
a 3D insect

badges for “manager”, “director” and “speaker”. I
formed groups with a spread of social skills and of
academic skills. Each group needed someone who
could read instructions and someone with social
skills to facilitate the group operations.
11. Some general points for teachers
• Boys need to go to the toilet more often than
girls
• Timetable carefully to use peak learning
periods to advantage
• For art and craft activities, do not assume that
boys will only like ‘boy stuff’. French knitting,
plaiting and crochet were all popular in this
boys’ class, and were initiated by the boys.
• Social and group skills need to be explicitly
taught
• Boys (and girls) need frequent and consistent
positive feed back for what they are doing
correctly.
12. At The End Of The Year
The following factors influenced the placing ofthe
boys’ class members for Year 4
• The gender imbalance in the year level has
only slightly improved with the arrival of 3
more girls.
• Friendships amongst all the Year 3 boys,
including those from the other class, need to
be considered.
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• Boys and girls have a lot to offer each other at
this age.
• Two families chose to send their sons to a
private boys’ school.
What was the benefit?
I asked the boys about their experience of the
year and their response showed that it suited
some boys well but it did not work for everyone.
• 75% enjoyed the class or enjoyed it very
much
• 50% would willingly join another boys-only
class
• 25% would not like to be in another boys
class at all
• When asked what was good about being in
an all boys class, comments included: ‘You
don’t hear the girls screaming’, ‘We talk about
fun stuff’, ‘Heaps of friends’, ‘We do lots of
funny things behind Mrs Hirsch’.
• When asked what was not good about it, they
wrote comments like: ‘Other people always
being competitive’, ‘It’s good with boys and
girls in a class’. ‘Teacher gets overboard’,
and ‘Nothing’.
Only a few parents returned the survey, but most
were positive. They named advantages such as:
‘The teacher choosing teaching styles to suit boys

Doing stuff with boys:
breadmaking
“We’ve done the cooking,
next comes the eating”

learning and interests’, ‘J participated in girl
activities without being in a mixed class’, ‘less
distractions. Nine-year-old boys have little in
common with 9 year old girls. It’s Barbie vs
Pokemon’. ‘Our son enjoyed the all boys class and
doesn’t want girls next year’
The disadvantages were: ‘seemed very
competitive, mostly in the playground. My son
doesn’t know any girls at all’, ‘none, he enjoyed
it’, ‘enjoyed the competitiveness’.
Balance
It was a great experience and it did a lot of good
but on the whole I would not recommend that
schools deliberately set up boys classes. Boys’
energy and enthusiasm is important for girls, and
girls’ calmness and ability to concentrate and
follow directions is important for boys. I believe
there is a balance to be gained by mixing the
genders at this age, to give children experience of
each others’ range of styles and approaches, and
to assist the development of more ‘flexible gender
identities and peer cultures’. It is important to
support, encourage and celebrate difference and
build boys and girls ‘everyday citizenship
capabilities’.

These young men of the future are intelligent,
enthusiastic, energetic, competitive, loving,
caring, sensitive, having a ball with their mates 19 little egos bobbing like corks on water.

Wendie Hirsch is currently teaching Yr 2 at
Rainworth State School and is heavily involved
the Arts program at the school. She can be
contacted on 07 3369 4000.

‘It’s Barbie vs
Pokemon’

After a very successful and positive educational
experience for students and teacher in Year 3, the
members of this boys’ class will be going to
mixed gender classes in Year 4. Some of them
will go to a composite class with Year 5 girls and
most to a mixed gender Year 4 class.
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Alternate Play
Inger Tunks talks to Deb Hartman about changes in boys’ behaviour since
the introduction of the Alternate Play Program across all three sections of
Charles Conder Primary School, ACT.

We’re a co-educational primary school in Tuggeranong valley of Canberra. We have
approximately 630 students. We are the largest government primary school in the
ACT. Our kids are divided into three sub schools so we tend to work within those sub
schools under the umbrella of Charles Conder Primary. The classes are all mixed
ability and they’re all composite groupings such as K/1 or 1/2’s or 2/3’s. We have a
range of socio-economic groups. We have got a particularly small number of
Aboriginal students considering the number of students that we have.

overall a lot of
kids were
forgetting what
appropriate
playground
behaviour was.

So tell us about the Alternate Play Program
The Alternate Play Program was an off shoot from developing a bullying policy last
year. Originally, it was a two-fold concern: teachers were worried about the general
behaviour of students on the play-ground and also the executive staff were
concerned about the number of referrals for inappropriate playground behaviour they
were seeing at the Thinking Centre. In a staff meeting, there was a general discussion
about behaviour and the Alternate Play Program sprung out of that. We formed a
committee for the Alternate Play Program and then just brainstormed: what we could
do, how it would work, what where the needs, what kids needed to be considered for
it, how it would run, who would run it, and those sorts of questions. We decided Level
1 teachers should be involved in the Thinking Centre, where originally, it was just
Level 2’s, the executive staff. We also wanted to work out what else we could do to
prevent bullying or aggressive or non-compliant behaviour on the playground. So the
Alternate Play Program came from that.
When you say inappropriate playground behaviour - what kinds of behaviour
were you talking about and who were the main groups involved?
Some of it was just non-compliance, or kids forgetting playground rules. We have
equipment which K-3’s are allowed to play on and another section where 3-6’s are
allowed to play. Kids from the lower end were going over to the Upper’s playground
equipment, or kids were not eating in the designated eating areas, running through
designated walk-through areas, loitering around the toilet and throwing things
around, teasing, bullying, swearing. Generally overall a lot of kids were forgetting
what appropriate playground behaviour was.
Were they mainly boys who were involved?
They were mainly boys, but it was interesting to see that they did come from all ‘emu’
groups. In our school we have got Earlies, Middles and Uppers and we call them EMU
groups. So it was across all ages.
We wanted to be proactive and since we were in the midst of developing a bullying
policy, thought it is a great time to get the kids involved as well. The children were
involved in creating the bullying logo through class meetings. We have a school
parliament, so we got them thinking about how we could solve it and we all worked
together. If you look at the bullying data most of the kids sent there are boys.
Occasionally, you will get the girls for that bitchy sort of behaviour that you can get
on the playground from time to time but predominately, the statistics show that the
boys are at the Thinking Centre.
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So how did the program work?
The initial focus was for just the Early group. We
thought that if we started with the Earlies, that
would have a flow-through effect. It wasn’t very
successful. We had an original target group of
kids that displayed social skills that were not up
to par. We thought we would just target that
group. We held it in the hall, and it was by
invitation only. We thought we would make them
feel special. There was a lot of backlash to that
because they would then go back to class at the
end of lunch thinking, “well, we’re really special”,
and it really put the other kids on the back foot.
At the same time, when you went into the hall, it
was like a whole group of them together and it
was really like, “Oooh, this isn’t good. There’s not
a lot of modelling happening here”. We were
trying to do conflict resolution strategies and
things like that, but it just didn’t really work
very well.
We went back to the drawing board in the
committee, and we branched off into emu groups
with team leaders. We decided it needed to be
much more structured rather than just invite the
kids to come to the hall and play. The aim was to
get them off the playground and give them
strategies for better play, but it needed to be a
little bit more structured. Team leaders for the
Early group got into gross motor skills which is a
good thing for boys. We do some gym work and
some dancing. They really responded well to that.
The Middle group is more focused on team sport
and it has a gender equity framework. In this
group, boys and girls have to have equal
numbers. If you are doing tee-ball you have to
have seven boys, seven girls. If we are doing
change soccer it’s eight boys, eight girls.

Is the Middle group still targeted
as mainly boys displaying
inappropriate behaviour?
Yes, it is but we branched out. From the Thinking
Centre data and referrals for inappropriate
playground behaviour, we knew who would be in
it, but class teachers also recommended those
they thought would benefit from the program. We
really felt that excluding the kids who already
play well wasn’t going to enhance the kids that
didn’t play well. They needed some models and
they need something other than “either we are
really special and we can get away with this type
of behaviour’ or “we’re not really good enough”.
Has it worked having the two
groups together?
It has worked. They’re pretty strict about the rules
when you go into the hall, even when you line up
at the hall. These have all been discussed in class
meetings with the Early group. The kids really
know what is expected of them and the

opportunity for them to be there is so they can
have some fun. But for some kids it’s a safe place
to play, especially the kids that don’t have the self
esteem to be on the playground, so therefore get
into trouble. Now, by lining up at the hall it is not
that you have to go. Originally that was the focus,
it was, “well, sorry guys, you are not going on the
playground you have to go to the hall”. That
really didn’t work very well and we didn’t think
that was a great way of doing. Now it’s just like,
“well this is on at lunch time, if you want to go
you can come, but these are the guidelines”. The
boys are doing very well. I think they tend to
really enjoy it and it’s a big excitement because
it’s not every day. It is 3 lunch times a week for
Early group and they really look forward to it. The
team leaders are fabulous. There are female team
leaders in the Early group.
In the Middle group and the Upper group, the
team leaders are both male. It was just the way it
worked out, but I think that it does enhance it for
the boys. We only have four males on staff and
having a school of 630 kids most of the kids have
got female teachers. Having males doing the
team leading for the Middle and Upper group
gives the boys another role model other than
their class teacher. The Middle group is really
about bolstering team spirit, sportsmanship,
working together and co-operating, particularly
between the boys and the girls.
In the Upper group, the focus is on negotiated
responsibility. We wanted to counteract the gang
kind of mentality that was developing among the
boys. They know when it’s on - Tuesday and
Thursday lunchtimes, and any one can show up.
It’s not that you are in trouble if you attend. Most
of the Uppers really enjoy it. It gives them a sense
of responsibility. The teachers there negotiate
with the kids. “Well okay guys, what game do
you want to play?”

We decided it
needed to be
much more
structured
rather than just
invite the kids
to come to the
hall and play.

Other teachers can join as well. Last week there
was a note on the daily news for anyone who
wanted to play, teachers as well. There were 150
people on the oval. Some of them were watching
and some of them were playing. It was just this
giant game of soccer. It was just excellent for the
kids, seeing the teachers in a role other than their
class teacher, having fun and mucking around. It
gives them an outlet and it gives them something
to do. They even negotiate the names of the
games. They have bizarre names for some of the
games they play but that is all taken on board.
They don’t put each other down. Someone might
yell out, “okay let’s play frisbee soccer”, and you
might think how do you play frisbee soccer, but
they all seem to get in there and support each
other and there is none of this squabbling. It is
just a really fun thing to do, and a lot of the
Uppers take part in it. You don’t have to sign up.
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So do the original groups targeted in the
Uppers show up?
They do. We really focused on them originally and
built up their self-esteem and encouraged them
to take part and they now encourage other kids
to take part. It would be very unfair to say the
Alternate Play Program is just for boys but it does
tend to benefit boys more than girls. Girls
certainly do take part in it.
So you are saying that in the bigger group
there rae no put downs and people cooperate. How is that fostered through the
program? Is that a deliberate part of the
rules?

When we go out
there and play
with them, the
teachers go by
the rules that
the kids have
set

We have parliament representatives for all of the
sub-schools and the school really encourages you
to do lots of class discussion with your class. So
during class discussion time, we all have a chance
to talk about numerous issues, such as the
bullying policy and the Alternate Play. Each class
discusses the rules. They really focused on getting
the Uppers to have a big input and in turn that
would help with a decrease in put downs because
they’re running the show. The boys in that Upper
group have particularly benefited by having
ownership of it. So it’s their little baby that
they’re fostering. When we go out there and play
with them, the teachers go by the rules that the
kids have set and play within those, although you
try to cheat sometimes, score a goal and
whatever else. It’s all in fun and the kids really do
enjoy it. I must say, not every kid is perfect and
there will be occasions where you’ll have
incidents, but generally the kids play very well
and there’s not ever been a kid sent off in the
Upper for bad sportsmanship or put downs.
The team leader for the Upper takes a whole lot
of equipment over to one part of the oval. One
day there might be frisbees, one day there might
be soccer balls or AFL balls or whatever. The kids
look at the equipment there and if someone says
“well I want to play soccer” and some other kids
say “frisbee”. I think that is how frisbee soccer
came about. It was negotiated. They work
together to decide where the boundaries will be,
how big, the area we are going to play in, the
rules and what ever. They just go for it and it
works extremely well.
The Middle group is very much more structured.
It’s a round robin competition that each class has
been given. It’s class’s responsibility to work out
teams. Last term it was tee-ball this term it’s
change soccer. Part of the rules is when the
whistle blows twice all the girls move off and it’s
just the boys that play. When the whistle goes
again then it’s the boys off and it’s just the girls.
They play together and they learn to work cooperative together. Then they also get a chance to
really play hard. So it works well that way.
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In my class, because I have a Middle class, I really
try to encourage some of the kids that aren’t as
sporty to be involved as well as the kids that are
sporty. We need to make it very fair, and I just
think it is an injustice if I just send the really good
kids all the time or the kids that are really into
soccer. I have got a couple of little girls in Year
three that are very young, and they need that
opportunity as well. We work out a system in our
classroom that is fair and equitable, where we all
have a go. If you played this week it means that
for next week’s game you won’t be first cab off
the rank. You are trying to give them something
that they can use on a day to day basis, so if they
are on the playground and there’re having
difficulties or there’re seeing someone else
having difficulties, they know the strategies to
enhance correct choices on the playground. They
can decide what else can they do rather than get
into situations that are going to get them
into trouble.

How long has the program being
going now?
Probably since half way through last year, so it is
still pretty new. From all accounts everyone is
really please about it. The team leaders seem to
have it working very well. The teachers on staff
who are not in the committee or who are not
team leaders help foster it as well by supporting
it and talking about it in our class meetings.
Have there been any noticeable changes in
the playground behaviour or in numbers in
the Thinking Centre?
There certainly have. That was the big concern
originally. The Thinking Centre used to be chocka-block full. We run on Glasser’s Choice Theory at
the school and the executive didn’t have the
opportunity to counsel kids as effectively as they
would like because they had such a large
proportion of kids in there at lunch time. The
teachers are now thinking about what else they
can do on the playground before they send
someone to the Thinking Centre. It really was
designed to support all kids but particularly that
target group, the repeat offenders. The joy is that
the statistics are lower. Then of course, you are
still going to have a few kids that go there. It’s
not a perfect world. But certainly it gives the kids
a choice on the playground. The kids that can’t
structure a game of soccer by themselves on the
oval get a little bit of support and scaffolding to
be able to still join in. Even some of the loners,
the kids that are not popular can join in on the
oval and partake in the peer group and be
accepted.

Have the peer groups changed or more
friendships developed?
I would definitely agree with that. Last year I had
a 5/6 class that was particularly challenging with
a lot of those Year 5 boys that I had concerns
about. They have had a year of not fabulous
modelling. But they are really wonderful boys.
Some of these kids that really gave me a run for
my money last year and I really worried about
their behaviour and what was in store for them as
Year 6, come up to me now and say, “I have
played soccer”. They are participating in interschool sport. They have just become runners up in
the Murrumbidgee Carnival. A lot of them are
those targeted boys.
They have been shown something else. Rather
than just loitering on the playground, they are
being actively involved and it has given them the
courage to take the next step to try out for that
team or have a go at something. It really has
boosted their confidence and their social skills,
not just talking to their peer group but even to
other kids on the playground and even other staff.
I am thrilled when some of them come and have
a chat to me about their successes, but there
were times last year that I thought that this
would never of happened. They were just going
down that long dark road and I was thinking
‘what can we do to put a fork in the road to give
them another choice’. The Alternate Play Program
has certainly done that.

Inger Tunks can be contacted at
Charles Conder School on (02) 6205 6699,
and fax (02) 6205 6323
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Boys and Bullying
most of the
bullying carried
out by boys is
verbal in nature,
and consists
mainly of
abusive
language,
name-calling
and ridicule.

Ken Rigby, Adjunct Associate Professor of Psychology at the University of
South Australia examines bullying research for what it says about boys. See
the companion piece about anti-bullying programs at Jamison High School
elsewhere in this issue.
Introduction
Over the last ten years attention has been paid increasingly to the problem of bullying
among school children. There appear be several reasons for this. First, it has become
clear that for a substantial minority of children the effects of being continually
victimised by peers can be serious. There is now evidence that the mental and physical
health of these children can be severely undermined, and the harmful consequences
may persist for many years after leaving school (Rigby, 2001a). We know, too, that
children who are victimised and continually excluded by their peers often become
alienated from other students and may resort to violent means to gain revenge.
Although most children who bully others as youngsters grow out of it as they mature,
some do not. Research conducted in Scandinavia suggests that boys who are
identified as extreme bullies in the later years of primary school are about 4 times
more likely than others to come before the courts later on charges of delinquency. We
now know that interventions to reduce bullying can be highly successful with some
50% reductions in bullying behaviour being reported in some studies (Olweus, 1993).
Not surprisingly, the problem of bullying has become an issue of great interest both to
researchers who seek to understand why it occurs so often in schools and to school
authorities who are interested in developing policies and practices to stop it. In this
paper we examine what can be learned from research about the nature of bullying
undertaken and experienced by boys and how it bullying can be countered
Gender similarities and differences
The early focus of researchers who studied bullying was on boys, especially in boys
boarding schools. It was assumed that this is where attention was most needed.
Bullying was conceived as mainly physical, the kind of thing boys do when they
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engage in ritual forms of physical torment. It is
only in recent years that it has become evident
that, in fact, most of the bullying carried out by
boys is verbal in nature, and consists mainly of
abusive language, name-calling and ridicule. This
is equally true of girls. It was once widely believed
that the use of indirect means of hurting others
was only what girls did, as in excluding people
from groups, spreading rumours and breaking up
friendships by manipulative means. Now we
recognise that boys often practice the same forms
of so-called indirect and relational bullying as
girls, and that for both sexes being victimised in
this way is more hurtful than being subjected to
direct confrontational bullying (Rigby and
Bradshaw, 2001).
The differences between the bullying experienced
by boys and by girls is a matter of degree rather
than kind. A larger proportion of boys than girls
are bullied physically. A larger proportion of girls
than boys experience indirect forms of bullying
than do boys (Rigby, 1998). But we must be
careful not to exaggerate gender differences.
Many school girls experience physical bullying. In
a recent (unpublished) study of bullying I
conducted at an Australian primary school with
332 children aged 5 to 9 years it was found that
14% of girls reported that they had been hit by
other students who were bigger and stronger
than themselves “over the last few days”. The
corresponding figure for boys was 38%.

Empathy
On average, girls of all ages from 7 to 17 years
show greater empathy towards and support for
victims of school bullying than boys do. Yet the
age trends are remarkably similar. For both boys
and girls there is gradual reduction in support for
victims between pre and mid adolescence; then in
the later years of adolescence there is a tendency
for both boys and girls to become more
supportive. One minor difference is that the trend
towards becoming more supportive of victims in
mid adolescence occurs on average about one
year earlier among girls (Rigby, 1997). This is
consistent with what we know about the later
social maturation of boys. But remember I am
here reporting average differences. Many boys are
more supportive of victims than girls; some boys
mature socially earlier than some girls do. Most
children of either sex at all ages express
sympathy for victims and dislike bullying
behaviour (Rigby & Slee, 1991). The similarities
between boys and girls are more in evidence
than differences.
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Cross Gender Bullying
Yet we must recognise that there are substantial
differences in some areas, for example, in the
direction of cross-gender bullying. Although we
find that in coeducational schools bullying occurs
most often within the same gender groups, when
boys and girls are in conflict, boys are much more
likely to be the bullies and the girls the target. In
a large scale survey of over 15,000 Australian
students who had been bullied whilst attending
their coeducational school, 72% of boys claimed
that the perpetrator had always been a boy. On
the other hand, only 23% of girls claimed that the
perpetrator had always been a girl (Rigby 1998).
It should be added that the cross-gender bullying
was rarely of a physical kind and often carried out
by groups composed of both boys and girls.

Boys are much
more likely to
assert that they
were “not
bothered” by
the bullying,
thereby
maintaining a
macho image of
themselves.
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Getting Angry
Another difference is in the reported effects of
being bullied. Boys are much more likely to assert
that they were “not bothered” by the bullying,
thereby maintaining a macho image of
themselves. Of those who report being bothered
(about a half of those who say they have been
bullied) boys are much more likely than girls to
say that they felt angry; girls are more likely to
say they felt sad and miserable (Rigby, 1996).
Bullying in Coed vs Boys-only Schools
Bullying among boys in Australian schools is often
no more prevalent in boys’ schools than in
coeducational schools (Rigby, 1998). There are, for
instance, coeducational schools where the level of
bullying is higher than that found in some boys’
schools. Much depends upon the culture of the
school and the policies and practices employed by
school staff to discourage bullying. However,
there are cases that come to light periodically of
severe physical bullying occurring in boys’
boarding schools. This appears to be due to a
combination of factors. In the first place, there is
obviously more opportunity for bullying to take
place when boys are together for longer periods,
especially during unsupervised periods in
dormitories. Secondly, in some schools there is a
tradition or culture that encourages older
students to feel that that is fun - or even
appropriate - to subject younger students to
initiation rituals and to gain pleasure out of
tormenting them. Thirdly, the procedure has
seemed - to some - quite justified on the grounds
that in due course those who were bullied can
bully the next generation of youngsters. Finally, in
some schools the authorities have turned a blind
eye to such bullying behaviour or even seen in it a
means of keeping the younger students “in
order.” Fortunately, these attitudes are becoming
outdated and unsupportable.

Boys’ Predisposition to Bully
It is certainly true that boys are more prone to
engage in bullying than are girls. Various
explanations have been put forward. Some of
these identify biological factors as paramount, for
example the higher level of testosterone found
among boys which is seen as accounting for their
greater tendency to act aggressively. However the
role of physiological factors in mediating
aggressiveness is complex and controversial and
at this stage must be considered as “unproven.”
At the same time, it would be unwise to neglect
the obvious fact that boys, especially in their teen
years, are generally bigger and stronger than girls,
and there is a greater opportunity for them to
physically impose on those (including girls) who
are less physically powerful than they are. It may
also be the case that the greater degree of
empathy (a factor that works against bullying
others) which is generally found among girls
owes something to biological factors that equip
them to give birth to children and commonly
results in them taking a more nurturant role in
the rearing of children.
Pressures to Bully
Whatever biological factors may - or may not predispose boys to become involved in bully/
victim problems at school, it seems clear that
there are expectations in society for boys to adopt
a more aggressive role in their interactions with
others and to eschew or deny the victim role. This
does not mean that “being a bully” is what most
boys think they should be if they want to be like a
real man. About 80% of adolescent boys (against
95% of girls) reported in one study that their
friends would not approve of them bullying
someone (Rigby 1997). Thus a relatively small
proportion of boys feel encouraged by their peers
to bully. Parents and teachers are seen as nearly
always disapproving. Yet the fact that being
aggressive and being tough are prized by many
boys does mean that, given a predisposition to
bully, a larger proportion of boys than girls will
engage in bullying.
The “predisposition to bully” may derive from
various sources - for example, from the experience
of an unhappy family life in which one has been
harshly treated by cold, over-controlling parents
who model bullying behaviour (Olweus, 1993). A
proneness to be bullied may result from being
over-protected in an enmeshed family situation
which deprives one of the opportunity to develop
adequate social skills. Boys and girls appear to be
similarly affected by such adverse family
circumstances. The difference is that boys feel
more encouraged to express their hostility towards
others, especially through direct confrontation.
How bullying originates and the process by which
it develops can be illustrated in Figure 1 (see Rigby,
2001b for this and succeeding figures).

Bullying Cycle Begins Figure 1

Perception of
weakness and
vulnerability
Plan to hurt,
undermine, humiliate

Potential
victim(s)

Introverted
Physically weak
Anxious
Isolated

Action - physical,
verbal, social,
manipulative

Bullying tends to occur when an individual or
group that is predisposed to bully perceives a
vulnerable target. In boys, physical weakness
tends to have greater salience than it has for girls.
Personality characteristics, such as being
introverted or lacking in confidence increase a
child’s chances of being victimised at school. If a
child is socially isolated, sometimes as a result of
having social characteristics that render a child

unattractive or unpopular such as belonging to a
minority ethnic group or having a conspicuous
disability or appearing gay, then vulnerability is
further increased. The cycle of bullying may then
begin, activated by an individual or by a group.
How the process continues depends in part on the
reaction of the targeted person. Some do nor offer
resistance, as may be illustrated in the
next diagram.

Bully and Passive Victim Figure 2

Approval
of others

Bully’s sense
of dominance
and pleasure

Disturbed
behaviour

Suppression of
empathy

Continuation
intensification &
elaboration of
bullying behaviour

Strong
emotional
reaction

Sense
of threat
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Bullying & the Resistant Victim Figure 3

Bully
desist

Bully
continues

Devises
new ways

Distracts

Seeks help

Fights back

Bully re-appraises plan

Escapes

Challenge to
bully’s dominance

Acts cool

VICTIM

BULLY

Plan to counter the bullying
Perceived challenge
Sense of threat

Bullying stops

The reaction of the passive victim is typically one
of fear, either because the threat is overwhelming
or because of a fearful disposition or both. The
victim may be petrified and see no way of
responding effectively. During the bullying, the
victim may appear zombie-like, as if deprived of
any initiative, or alternatively wildly emotional.
Subsequently, the victim is likely to appear upset
and depressed.
The victim’s reaction may reinforce the bully’s or
bullies’ behaviour. They have achieved the
intended effect. If there is approval from others especially from bystanders when the bullying
occurs - the sense of dominance and pleasure
may increase. The chances of an empathic
reaction to the victim’s distress are lessened.
Bystanders
Bystanders clearly play an important role in
maintaining and even intensifying the bullying
behaviour. We know that most bullying occurs
with bystanders present. The most common
reaction is for bystanders to stand and stare - and
do nothing. This may give the appearance of
supporting the bully when in fact many do not.
A minority encourage the bully; only a few offer
some support for the victim. There is a slight
tendency for girls to be more inclined to side with
the victim, but whether boys or girls are prepared
to intervene depends in part on the nature of the
bullying they witness. Research among primary
school children suggests that boys are more
prepared to intervene when there is physical

Bullying continues

bullying, girls when the bullying is verbal or
indirect. The net effect for both sexes is that
bullying is typically encouraged. In time it may
become more elaborate as new ways of bullying
the victim are discovered. It may become more
intense. As long as the bullying gives satisfaction
- and bystanders appear to approve - and there is
no intervention, then the cycle continues. We
know that such cycles can continue unabated for
many weeks, months, even years.
However, many targeted persons are not passive.
They may view the approach of a bully or bullies
at least initially as a challenge rather than a
foregone conclusion and make plans to counter it
in some way. The diagram suggests
different possibilities.
The victim may seek to employ one or more of
these ways of coping:
Escape. The victim may be able to find ways of
escaping from the bullying situation and may
minimise chances of encountering the bully or
bullies on subsequent occasions.
Fight back. Fighting back, physically or verbally,
may be an option. In some circumstances a
student may overcome the problem by taking
appropriate physical training or (less dangerously)
learning how to react more assertively.
Act cool. Appearing unperturbed, acting
nonchalant may, sometimes be the best way to
respond, especially with low level teasing or
name-calling.
Seek help. Help may be sought from various
quarters; from other students, parents, school
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authorities. Many students are unwilling to seek
help because “dobbing” is unacceptable by peers
or because it may make matters worse

someone who cannot defend himself or herself
because it is enjoyable to do so we call it
bullying.

Distract the bully. Distracting, amusing or
placating a bully so that he or she begins to
behave more positively is a possible strategy.

I think these distinctions between aggression in
general and bullying in particular are not difficult
for boys and girls to understand. Ask children to
draw a picture to illustrate bullying and almost
invariably they will draw a big person upsetting a
smaller person (they understand what is meant by
an imbalance of power) and their sympathies will
overwhelmingly lie with the person being hurt.
But they will see adults as hypocritical if they
deny that force is never to be used.

Under some circumstances each of these
strategies may be effective in lessening or
countering the bullying. But often they are
unsuccessful or achieved at a cost and the
bullying continues. The questions we should ask
are (i) how can these vicious cycles be prevented
and (ii) once started how can they be broken?
Countering Bullying
It seems to me that to a large extent the problem
of reducing bullying in boys is the same as
reducing bullying in girls and similar approaches
can be made. Not entirely, however. There are
differences that we should first acknowledge.
Principally, boys are under greater pressure than
girls to act tough. The situation is changing. The
term “wimp” is becoming almost as derogatory a
term when applied to girls as to boys. But it still
the case that boys feel more justified than girls in
acting aggressively - and therefore more prone to
bully. Hence, how boys construct their notion of
what masculinity is - or should be - needs to be
understood and addressed. Not, I should
emphasise, to emasculate, but to help boys to
recognise the qualities that make for a good
person, male or female.
Justified and unjustified aggression
It is important to ensure as far as possible that
unacceptable expressions of aggression are
clearly identified. This should be done from an
early age for both boys and girls. We know that
bullying frequently occurs between children in
Kindergartens (Alsaker, 2001). Notice that I have
implied that not all aggression is unacceptable.
Whether you agree with me or not is perhaps a
matter of how aggression is defined. By
aggression I mean forceful behaviour that is
hurtful to another person, deliberately so. But I
would make a distinction between hurting
someone as a means to an end and hurting
somebody as an end in itself. The former is
sometimes justified, as when a parent
admonishes a child or the police arrest a felon. I
would also see aggressiveness as justified when
one is defending one’s acknowledged rights or
another person’s rights - more especially when
non-aggressive means (always preferable) are
found to be useless. The latter category of
aggression - hurting someone because it is
enjoyable to do so - is a different matter
altogether. Where one person or a group of
people engages in actions designed to hurt

Shortcuts to Power and Dominance
But alas in the hurly burly of every day life boys
and girls, men and women, forget their principles
as they are seduced by what seem like - and often
are - short cuts to power and dominance, or, often
enough, social acceptance and avoidance of
wimp status. Rather than teach new values - I
don’t think there are any really - we need to be
reminded of the old.
Bullying in male/female relations
But old values should not be confused with old
ways of behaving. Relations between men and
women are not infrequently marred by one party
bullying the other. Clearly, bullying can and does
operate both ways. But what was once seen,
especially by men, but also by many women too,
as justifiable dominance and control by the
husband over the wife is a form of aggression
that has only been identified as bullying in recent
times. And in some quarters the view that men
have non-reciprocal rights over women is
still unchallenged.
In research I conducted among young adolescent
school boys I found that 40% of Australian male
respondents believed that under some
circumstances a man had a right to hit his wife if
she behaved badly, for example, if she told lies
about him to his friends. Some 15% of adolescent
girls agreed with this judgement (Rigby, Whish, &
Black, 1994). The belief that the control of
husbands over wives is in some respects justified
no doubt influences the behaviour of some boys
towards some girls, and may help us to
understand why boys bully girls more often than
girls bully boys in school.

part of the
solution to
reducing
bullying by boys
in boy/girl
encounters lies
in changing the
beliefs held by
some boys
about how girls
should be
treated.

Boys’ Beliefs
Hence part of the solution to reducing bullying by
boys in boy/girl encounters lies in changing the
beliefs held by some boys about how girls should
be treated. Belief changes are not easy to induce,
especially if they have been formed in families
where males have enjoyed and modelled years of
unchallenged ascendancy over females. If boys
move in circles where it pays to act the part of
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the master, change becomes even more difficult
to induce. The school can nevertheless act in ways
that reduce tendencies to bully that derive from
such beliefs, for instance, by male teachers
modelling respectful behaviours towards women
and girls, and by positively reinforcing similar
behaviour practised by boys.
For senior students a further, more didactic
approach is possible. Good teaching can induce a
realisation that the roles that men adopted in
their relations with women in pre-industrial times
have now become inappropriate and are often
dysfunctional for both parties.

Asking boys for
their opinions
about what
might be done
to reduce
bullying is
preferable to
telling them
what they
should do.

The need for policy on bullying
and harassment
A well-supported anti-bullying policy is generally
considered necessary. This is distinct from a
school behaviour management policy which
generally focuses on what kinds of behaviour
need to be controlled through the use of rules
and consequences. An anti-bullying policy is
concerned with rights and responsibilities of
everyone in the school community. It should be
developed so as to be acceptable to teachers,
parents and students, and to both boys and to
girls. Effective policies generally have the
following features:
• A strong statement of the school’s stand
against bullying
• A succinct definition of bullying, with
illustrations.
• A declaration of the rights of individuals in
the school community - students, teachers,
other workers and parents - to be free of
bullying and (if bullied) to be provided with
help and support.
• A statement of the responsibilities of
members of the school community: to abstain
personally from bullying others in any way, to
actively discourage bullying when it occurs;
and to give support to those who
are victimised.
• A general description of what the school will
do to deal with incidents of bullying
• An undertaking to evaluate the policy in the
near and specified future.
Examples of policies developed by schools are
given in Rigby (1996).
Discovering the facts
In schools there is a practical necessity to discover
the facts about what is happening between
members of the community, and this can best be
done through the use of anonymous
questionnaires designed for use in schools (see
www.education.unisa.edu/bullying/). Gathering
data from one’s own school helps greatly in
developing a common perspective on the problem
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and provides a baseline according to which
subsequent progress in reducing bullying can
be measured.
Raising the issue with students
Teachers need to discover ways of talking
constructively with children about bullying - no
easy task. As one might expect, girls are generally
more interested in talking about bullying than
boys are. However, even among boys, those who
are definitely opposed to talking about the
subject are in a minority. Many are uncertain and
stay on the fence until they are convinced that
the talking can be helpful. It is worth noting that
most boys believe that “they could use some
help” in preventing other students from bullying
them. The approach of teachers wanting to raise
the question of bullying with a class of boys must
be one that is non-threatening (many boys are
ashamed of being bullied and some are worried
about being exposed as bullies). Asking boys for
their opinions about what might be done to
reduce bullying is preferable to telling them what
they should do. Making use of videos that
examine cases of bullying can provide a useful,
non-threatening introduction to the subject (see
aforementioned website).
Including students in anti-bullying work
Despite the reluctance of many boys to discuss
bullying in class, a surprisingly large number of
school boys, especially those in their senior years,
are prepared to play an active role in countering
bullying. Boys as well as girls are often prepared
to work on so-called anti-bullying committees to
devise and implement ways of improving peer
relations in a school and discouraging bullying,
for instance, by welcoming new students to their
school, speaking up at assemblies against
bullying, offering support and help to students
who are being victimised, advising teachers on
the trouble spots, and monitoring the behaviour
of troublesome students. An example of a school
in Australia that has made effective use of an
anti-bullying committee composed of student
volunteers is Jamison High School in New South
Wales (Petersen and Rigby, 1999). Occasionally,
one finds that boys who have become notorious
as bullies can change and act pro-socially if they
are only given the opportunity and
sufficient encouragement .
Intervening
A variety of methods have been developed to
reduce bullying. One method of intervention that
has a good record of success is the Method of
Shared Concern devised by the Swedish
psychologist, Anatol Pikas (see Rigby, 1996). This
involves one-to-one interviews with children who
are suspected of being members of a group that
has been upsetting another child. The interviews
focus on the plight of the victimised child and
invite the “bully” to take responsible action to
improve the situation. The outcome is then

carefully monitored. Although we are inclined to
believe that boys who bully lack the capacity to
empathise with victims, surprisingly most boys
respond positively to this approach and do learn
to act responsibly when encouraged to do so. This
approach is not always effective, but the research
evidence suggests that two out of three cases of
bullying can be stopped in this way (Smith and
Sharp, 1994).
A more conventional approach has been
promoted by Olweus (1993). He recommends a
more punitive approach whereby rules regarding
the unacceptability of bullying are developed,
ideally through discussions in class with students,
and sanctions are applied for any transgressions.
In the most severe cases he recommends that
teachers engage in serious talks with the parents
whose children have bullied others. A large scale
study in Norway in the 1970s showed that large
reductions in bullying occurred when this
approach was used systematically. Whether
punitive or non-punitive approaches are
appropriate depends, in part, on the severity of
the bullying with less severe cases responding
more readily to non-blame approaches (see Rigby,
2001b. It is now generally agreed that to be
successful the approach taken by the school
(whether punitive or non-punitive) requires
wholehearted support from the school and, as far
as possible, from students and their parents.
Different treatment?
Finally, should boys and girls be treated differently
when they are identified as bullies or as victims?
We have seen that there are some differences in
the ways boys and girls experience bullying. Boys
engage more in physical bullying; girls more in
indirect bullying. Girls tend to become more
depressed when they are bullied and are more
ready, as a rule, to admit that they have been
upset by the experience. Boys are more likely to
express their anger. Boys are more likely than girls
to believe that others approve of them bullying
others. Girls are inclined to be more empathic and
more ready to talk about how bullying can be
stopped. But these differences, though
statistically significant, are a matter of degree.
There is in each of these areas a great deal of
overlap, and the overlap is growing. What works
in reducing bullying among girls tends to work
also for boys.

Ken Rigby has researched and published widely
in the area of bullying in schools. He conducts
workshops in schools and seminars nationally
and internationally focusing upon what schools
can do to overcome the problem of bullying and
can be contacted at the University of South
Australia, ph 08 83026945. Or email:
ken.rigby@unisa.edu.au

Ken is currently working on problems associated
with bystander behaviour among students
witnessing bully/victim encounters with research
being conducted cross-culturally in Israel, Italy,
South Africa and Australia.
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Boys & Young Men’s Health & Wellbeing

Health And Well-being Data For Boys
And Young Men
Richard Fletcher
Academic achievement and lower levels of literacy have been central to the
discussion of boys’ education. Teachers want boys (and girls) to succeed in a range of
areas as preparation for adult life. Both teachers and parents also wish students to
enjoy good health, to develop fulfilling relationships and find a satisfying place in
society. Measuring any schools’ success in promoting the well being of boys and
young men will require evidence from a broad array of markers. The outcomes of
concerns for schools should include a wide range of social and health factors
contributing to the overall well being of students. In some areas, such as South
Western Sydney, data from schools on retention is being linked to juvenile justice
records and physical health surveys to better map progress on a regional basis.
Schools can be mindful of the broad outcomes for males, even as they are developing
specific educational initiatives for boys.
SOURCE: The graphs were drawn from data provided
in the Australian Bureau of Statistics publication
number 3303.0 Causes of Death, Australia 1999,
released in December 2000
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In this new section, we provide educators with evidence to assist in developing a
more effective education for boys. Mortality rates (deaths) are a fundamental
indicator of well being. Preventable injury and disability are of concern to the whole
community. The data included here in graph form is the latest available information
on a national level. The use of this information ranges from community awareness
raising to classroom instruction.

Awareness Raising
We know, from several years of presentations to
community groups of all backgrounds, that these
graphs can be motivating. Audiences often
comment at the spectrum of the poor health
outcomes. Audiences of rural parents, specialist
medical staff, blue-collar workers and female
teachers are generally surprised at the constancy
of the evidence. While it is common knowledge
that boys are more likely to be involved traffic
accidents or to end up on detention, health
practitioners are as likely as parents with little
formal education to be uninformed about boys’
health outcomes. To see the range of areas where
boys are not doing well motivates those who love
and care for boys either as parents, teachers,
counsellors or health professionals to improve
our offerings for boys.
To Benefit Everyone
The data shown in these graphs compare boys
with girls. The ultimate aim in disseminating this
information is to improve boy’s outcomes.
Measuring girls’ outcomes suggests what could
be achieved but simple parity with girls’

outcomes is not the aim. If girls’ health or
academic achievement were to deteriorate, for
example, then equal outcomes would in no way
be a success.
Improvement in the health and well being of boys
would benefit the whole community. To take one
example, spinal injury is a traumatic and
devastating event that effects not only the boys
who suffer it, but their friends and family who
must bear the grief and provide support for a life
time of reduced activity. The cost to the
community in financial resources alone is
estimated at five million dollars for just one
tetraplegic. Attempts to reduce spinal cord injury
in football players for example, stands to benefit
everyone.
Linking health to school
In some states, health issues are being directly
linked to schools through providing health
services on school premises. General
practitioners, mental health workers and nurses
are involved in a number of classroom-based
interventions to improve boys’ health. All states
have included health as a key learning area in
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their curricula. But if we are to offer boys an
education to address risk taking, and to develop
men who take care of themselves and others, a
whole of school approach with strong links to the
community will be required. Many of the
initiatives described in this and previous editions
of the Bulletin relate to the wider goals of boys’
education. We trust that these graphs prove
useful in supporting this work by alerting staff,
community members and parents to important
issues in boys’ wellbeing. In subsequent issues
we will be providing data on a range of physical,
mental and social outcomes for boys and
young men.

SOURCE: The graphs were
drawn from data provided in
Mathers C. Health differentials
among Australian children,
Australian Institute of Health
and Welfare: health
monitoring series No3, AGPS,
Canberra 1995.
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NOTES
Rate ratio
Rate ratio compares the rates for males with that
for females (set as 1.0). The difference can be
read as a percentage difference. So for Asthma
the ratio of 1.4 for boys and 1.0 for girls indicates
boys have 40% more Asthma.
Significant difference
Some differences will occur by chance. In health
research, a difference is considered significant if it
is very unlikely to be by chance. The asterisks used
in these graphs indicate the level of significant
difference in the rates. One asterisk means that

the likelihood that this result is just due to chance
is less than five in a hundred. Two asterisks
indicates less than one in a hundred and three
means less than one in a thousand.
Disability rate
A disabled child is defined as a child who has one
or more of a group of selected impairments and
disabilities (such as loss of sight or hearing,
incomplete use of arms or legs, or slowness at
learning or understanding) which have lasted, or
are likely to last, for six months or more.

Severe handicap rate
For children aged 5 years and over, handicap is
defined as severe if personal help or supervision
is required or if the person is unable to perform
tasks relating to self-care, mobility or
communication. Severity of handicap is not
defined for children aged 0-4 years, and these
children are not included in this indicator.
Serious chronic illness
This is estimated from the number of illness
conditions which have lasted at least six months,
or which the parent/guardian expects to last for
six months or more.
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Libby Petersen describes ongoing
initiatives at Jamison High School, a
coeducational comprehensive state
secondary school of 900 Year 7 to 12
students in the outer western suburbs
of Sydney, NSW. Refer to the companion
piece by Ken Rigby for an analysis of
research on Boys And Bullying.

Do Anti-Bullying Programs Really Work?
A Sydney comprehensive school reports on its experiences over six years.

“ I was hit in
the head, back,
stomach and
arm. I was also
kicked in my
bum and it hurt.
It happens a lot
- teachers don’t
care.” (Year 9
boy)

In 1995 staff and community members at Jamison High School, Penrith, New South
Wales were faced with student comments such as these, and survey results which
suggested an incidence rate of bullying higher than the national average. The
situation for boys at Jamison High School was of very serious concern with 30% of
boys reporting being victimised once a week or more. We were challenged to tackle
this serious social problem and make a difference among our students.
The anti-bullying programs that developed at Jamison High School and that were
subsequently evaluated for their effectiveness, have gained national recognition by
receiving a 1998 Australian Violence Prevention Award. The anti-bullying initiatives
implemented at Jamison were not gender specific but of course involved boys. The
insights gained by staff and students in their attempts to tackle this seemingly
intractable problem may well prove useful for other schools who wish to follow
similar paths in this vital student welfare area.
What does overseas and Australian research suggest?
In Australia as in many other parts of the world, the problem of bullying in schools is
being increasingly recognised as being of serious concern. Surveys conducted in
Australian schools over the last nine years have yielded data which suggests that
approximately one child in six is bullied by a peer or group of peers at school on a
weekly basis. It is now known that many of these victimised students are severely
affected and that these effects may persist for years.
Research from Norway and the U.K. has demonstrated that a whole school approach
to bullying is the most successful in producing a reduction in rates of bullying and an
increase in prosocial attitudes amongst students for supporting victimised children.
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How did Jamison High School apply
these findings?
In light of both the 1995 survey results and
research readings on school bullying, in 1995
Jamison High School formed an anti-bullying
committee from interested teachers, school
assistants, parents and community members. In
the following year a student committee was
formed to complement the work initiated by this
group. Over the next two years the interventions
described below were implemented by members
of these committees.
a) Staff/Parent Involvement
• Anti-bullying curriculum materials were
introduced into the Personal Development/
P.E./Health and English/Drama subject areas.
• Anti-bullying sessions were included in the
Year 7 Peer Support Program.
• An anti-bullying policy was consultatively
developed and publicly launched.
• Raising awareness of all aspects of school
bullying was undertaken through a variety of
means including staff professional sessions,
parent bulletin and school newspaper articles,
reporting of student survey results and regular
school assembly items.
The Shared Concern Method
A proven method of effectively responding to
reported and/or observed bullying was
introduced. The Method of Shared Concern

devised by Swedish psychologist, Anatol Pikas has
been shown overseas to be effective in two out of
three cases. As a first response this interview
method is now employed at Jamison High School
by teachers trained in this method. Jamison High
School currently has fifteen teachers trained in
this method with teams of three teachers for
Years 7& 8 and teams of two for the other year
levels. Some of the Year Advisors are trained.
The Shared Concern Method uses a problem
solving focus to deal with bullying incidents.
Students suspected of bullying are interviewed
individually in quick succession. Teachers are
made aware of the bullying through either
students reporting or incidents being observed.
The problem and the school’s concern about
victimisation is shared with the student and
responsible action to improve the situation is
invited. Punishment is used only after this method
has failed to modify the bullying behaviour or the
bullying is particularly violent. At these times the
student’s parents would be contacted and
disciplinary action such as detention/ behavioural
monitoring/suspension could be initiated.
However as Peter Randall asserts, “Punishment is
not usually a productive method of dealing with
bullies; it just reinforces their view that big strong
people can bully smaller ones.”
This method of dealing with bullying incidents
can be used in the primary school setting with
students as young as 8. Many primary schools are
now showing an interest in the method and this
is most encouraging.
The Boys in Schools Bulletin
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b) Student Involvement
Student-driven anti-bullying programs were
begun in 1996 with the calling for volunteer
students to join a student anti-bullying committee
under the guidance of a district office behaviour
initiatives teacher and a staff member. The
response from students was overwhelmingly
enthusiastic. Approximately sixty students from
Years 7-10 initially joined, with the number
settling to 35 committed students from all year
groups over the following years. Approximately
one third of the group were boys. The student
anti-bullying committee has proven to be an
empowering experience for many students, some
of whom had been regarded by staff members as
“problem students” and in fact had been known
to involved in bullying behaviours. For some
others victimisation had been a significant issue.

when I actually
joined the antibullying
committee I
found out that I
was actually
also one of
those bullies.

One notable example of this involved a young
man who has since left school for employment. In
1998 he spoke insightfully of his experiences of
school bullying and his involvement in this
committee, in an interview on national radio. His
story of personal growth resulting directly from
the school’s anti-bullying program and his
involvement in it, is a persuasive testament to the
possibilities of student driven programs in this
area. Preston admitted forthrightly “ I thought I
was doing the right thing and when they talked
about bullying at school, I thought, oh well that’s
not me because I’m helping people. But when I
actually joined the anti-bullying committee I
found out that I was actually also one of those
bullies. Like it wasn’t just the kids picking on
me.” (Life Matters, Radio National, 30/7/98).
Preston joined the committee in Year 9 and prior
to his involvement in it he had been frequently
involved in fights and physical bullying at school.
The involvement of boys such as Preston in the
student committee was invaluable. Along with
some other students he admitted to initially being
involved in order to get out of class. His later
enthusiasm and involvement attests to the
importance of such programs in increasing
engagement with school as well as promoting
behavioural change. A young man of Preston’s
previous profile would never have achieved in a
leadership role in the school if these opportunities
had not been afforded to him with an invitation
to join. His and other similar boys’ membership in
the committee has given the student led aspect of
the anti-bullying program a real credibility
amongst the student population.
Under the guidance of a behaviour initiatives
teacher from district office and a staff member, a
number of roles or subcommittees were created
from the students’ suggestions, so that these
students could be involved directly in countering
bullying in the school.
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The Peer Helper Group Central to the
committee’s work were the activities of a group
of students whose role it became to make contact
with the students who reported being victimised
and wanted help. Training was provided for these
students to listen in a caring, sensitive way and if
the victimised student wished, to report students
who had bullied others to staff trained in the
Shared Concern method. A Bully Line Box was
provided for students to seek help confidentially
from the Peer Helpers. Boys and girls were equally
represented amongst the Peer Helpers.
The Public Speaking Group The credibility of
the student anti-bullying committee was greatly
enhanced by the readiness of some of its
members to speak up at school assemblies and
staff meetings. Their contribution was a central
component of the launching of the anti-bullying
policy in 1997. Preston and a female student
spoke passionately at this launch.
The Poster Group As part of the publicising of
anti-bullying initiatives, some students from each
year level produced a series of anti violence, antibullying posters.
The Drama Group A group of students from the
committee presented their own dramatic
performances of bullying at school to new
students at orientation meetings and also to
school assemblies.
The Primary School Group A group of
students visited the main feeder school and over
a period of five weeks spoke to Year 6 students in
small groups about ways of dealing with bullying.
School Welcomers This student based activity
did not have countering bullying as its sole or
central role but was nevertheless expected to
make a significant contribution in protecting
vulnerable students from victimisation. The
program was begun in 1994 when a number of
volunteer male and female students from each
year group were trained as School Welcomers.
Their role was to help new students not only with
enrolment procedures but also to offer them
membership of a social group, at least until they
could become more established at the school and
make their own friends. It is known that
newcomers are the most vulnerable to bullying
due to their social isolation.

BULLYING
You don’t have to put up with it !!
What is bullying?
Bullying is when a more powerful person or
group of people repeatedly hurt you by their
words or actions
How can we stop it?
One way is to try and stop bullying yourself,
by standing up for victims and telling bullies
to stop it, and another way is to join out
Student Anti Bullying Committee (ABC)
next year.
Who can we tell if we are being bullied?
You can tell parents, friends, teachers and the
Jamison High School Peer Helpers.
You can also use the Bully Line Box in the
front office and library.
Messages from this year’s Year 7
High School is a great place!
Your head doesn’t get flushed down the
toilet!
This pamphlet has been designed and produced by
members of the Jamison High School Anti Bullying
Peer Helpers.

Evaluation of the program
a) Quantitative Data
In September 1997 the Peer Relations
Questionnaire was again administered to
students at Jamison High School. Despite the fact
that there was no overall decrease in bullying
rates, a quite significant decrease in incidents of
bullying of Year 7 students, and particularly boys,
was demonstrated. This was an important gain
because the 1995 survey had shown the highest
rates of bullying as occurring in Year 7. This latter
finding was congruent with research that shows
that bullying is particularly intense and often
devastating for students at this stage in their
schooling.
The decrease in Year 7 was very encouraging of
our efforts in view of the fact that there had been
specific targeting of Year 7 through the Peer
Support anti-bullying program and the Personal
Development/Health focus on bullying. Year 7
students were also the most numerous in the
anti-bullying committee, possibly reflecting
students’ needs to be involved in leadership
opportunities in secondary schools.
Although no decrease in bullying rates were
shown for older students, there were clear
indications that more senior students in Years 10
and 11 had become more positive and optimistic.
There was a perception among the 1997 group

suggesting that bullying in general had become
less common and that vulnerable children were
safer. Particularly heartening were the results that
students and teachers should work together to
stop bullying.
b) Qualitative Data
In September 1997 students were asked a series
of questions to be answered anonymously about
the effectiveness of ten specified programs to
decrease bullying in the school. Their evaluation
of these programs suggest that student led
programs, especially the school welcomers
program and the student anti-bullying committee,
were seen as the most effective. Student
comments on the programs were invited and
many students gave examples of how they had
been personally helped : “Kids who have left a
place, have left their friends as well. When they
come to a new school they need friends. I know
this because I have moved many times. The
school welcomers program is really important for
people like me.” (Year 7 boy). Regarding another
program “I bullied earlier in the year but now I
don’t because of the anti-bullying committee I
joined” (Year 7 boy).
Four years on .....
Anti-bullying work at Jamison High School is still
very much alive and well in 2001. Whilst the staff/
parent anti-bullying committee no longer meets,
all the program aspects that this committee
implemented are still in operation. They have
been evaluated and modified at least once in
this time.
Although no post 1997 surveys have as yet been
undertaken at Jamison High School other
measures in this time suggest that the gains
begun in 1995 have continued to improve the
lives of its students.

Year 7 students
were also the
most numerous
in the antibullying
committee

• A school bullying report form is used for all
interviews, including Pikas interviews, with
students involved in bullying. Monitoring
over the last six years of Years 8 to 12 school
bullying report forms suggests that bullying
incident levels have decreased. As a standalone measure of bullying incidence levels
however this inference must be treated with
caution. Usage of school bullying report forms
for Year 7 has remained fairly constant in
numbers over the last six years. This reflects
the expected rise in bullying rates when
students enter high school, a finding in our
1995 and 1997 surveys. Likewise, schools
across the world see this trend. It also reflects
the fact that Year 7 students are confident in
reporting bullying to teachers. This is in stark
contrast to the 1995 student survey responses
which showed a low level of confidence in
teacher action to support them with peer
abuse.
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Anti-Bullying
• Anecdotally staff, students and parents report
that Jamison High School is a safe place for
students.

dynamics involved in most bullying incidents and
therefore make friendship skills the central
emphasis. This is very heartening.

• A recent quantitative and qualitative analysis
of playground incidents has shown a
significant reduction in conflict and bullying
incidents.

The schools which appeared to have the most
effective anti-bullying programs were also those
which recognised the capacity of students to
support one another. In the socio economically
depressed north east of Britain, Pennywell School,
Sunderland, had achieved improved attendance
and academic outcomes for its students which
they claim are a direct consequence of their peer
support programs across the school. One outcome
has been an improvement in attendance rates of
Pennywell students from 82% to 87% over the
last three years. This was an important insight
into the reduction of bullying.

• Jamison High School now attracts large
numbers of “out of area” students to Year 7
as well as 95% of “in area” students.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that the school’s
reputation as a school which deals effectively
with bullying is one of the main reasons why
parents choose Jamison High for their sons
and daughters.
The students’ committee meets regularly and is
very active. New volunteers are called for every
year and most of the ‘old hands’ have remained
active until they have left school. Their programs
remain very similar with the addition of new
pamphlets for distribution to students.

Recruiting
males to the
committee has
always been a
problem and
remains so

Gender composition of the committee is worth
noting. Recruiting males to the committee has
always been a problem and remains so. The
membership of only a few ‘cool’ boys to the
committee has made a large impact on the
recruitment of boys and the credibility of the
program itself. At present the committee is
considering personal approaches to some boys to
enlist their membership. Male membership is at
present about 20% and Year 7 boys are more
numerous in this group.
We have learnt that maintenance of anti-bullying
programs is an issue which must be addressed. At
Jamison High School this has involved booster
training sessions for all Pikas trained staff, and
school development day sessions on bullying. The
notion that a school can ‘tick off the anti-bullying
box’ once it has focused on this problem must be
discouraged vigorously.
Lessons from overseas
Last year I was awarded a 2000 Winston Churchill
Memorial Fellowship to study anti-bullying and
peer support programs in North America, U.K. and
Sweden. In North American schools anti-bullying
focus has been very much on primary schools.
Two exemplary programs in this respect are The
Steps to Respect program (Committee for
Children, Seattle) and Focus on Bullying (British
Columbian Ministry of Education and Training).
Both programs provide comprehensive resources
which are preventative of and responsive to
bullying incidents.
The curriculum components of these programs
clearly reflect an understanding of the group
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Conclusions to be drawn
The implications from the anti-bullying work at
Jamison High School are that positive changes to
reduce bullying can be made, at least with Year 7
students, where a well planned whole school
approach is implemented and where students
themselves play a key role in putting the program
into action.
It is also suggested that senior students, for
whom bullying rates are relatively low, can
become more strongly motivated to support
cooperative student/staff initiatives to reduce
bullying. A focus on motivating this group’s
involvement in anti bullying initiatives is
strongly recommended.
Clearly, the anti-bullying programs acts as an
agent for change for those students who get
involved. Even more importantly perhaps, the
involvement of students sends a clear message
regarding the unacceptability of abusive peer
relationships and demonstrates a belief that the
problem can be tackled.
Anti-bullying work is full of many possibilities for
boys. Not only can boys become involved in
addressing issues of safety for themselves at
school, they can also offer a challenge to peer
acceptance of abuse and intolerance. With
appropriate supervision boys can also become
involved in training in helping other students to
deal with bullying. Enhancement of
communication skills is a direct outcome of such
training. Such involvement provides unique
opportunities for boys to challenge the gender
bias against boys being involved in the
helping arena.

Jamison High school’s work in anti-bullying
demonstrates that active commitment of staff to
student inclusion in these programs can improve
both learning and social outcomes for boys and
indeed all students.

Libby Petersen is the school counsellor at Jamison
High School and can be contacted on 02 4731
6144. Her report to the Churchill Fellowship Trust
on Bullying programs is available at http://
sunsite.anu.edu.au/churchill_fellowships or from
Libby Petersen at libby@acay.com.au
Research references available on request. The
peer relations questionaire and other usefuk
stuff can be found online
www.education.unisa.edu.au/bullying

Pamphlet produced by the students on the
Jamison High School Anti Bullying Committee
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The Cruise Class

The Cruise Class
Mark Snedden talks to Rollo Browne about his work in numeracy, literacy and
social skills with a Year 7 & 8 boys class a West Wallsend High School, NSW.
West Wallsend High School is in the Lake Macquarie District south of Newcastle. It
used to be a coal mining area but most mines have closed down. There is high
unemployment in the region and only a small percentage of students go on to tertiary
study. I went to this High School and so did my mum and dad. There has always been
a group of boys at the bottom of each year that were awful behaviour-wise. Nobody
ever wants to teach them. Very low numeracy and literacy. They may get to Year 10
but they have fallen through the net. They’ve gone down the road of suspensions,
they’re not getting anything out of school and basically, they leave without an
education.

Getting a car
can be more
important than
finishing school.

So the school decided to set up a separate class, a composite of Year 7 & 8 students,
specifically to teach literacy and numeracy. I was teaching in the East End of London
and got rung by the Head of English at West Wallsend who had previously taught me.
He asked me to apply for the job starting in 1999. They knew I came from the area
and they wanted someone who would understand the kids.

What’s the culture of the school like?
There are nearly 650 predominantly anglo students. All come from 3 feeder schools.
It’s an isolated area and everyone is bussed in. The nearest town is Cardiff, about 5
kilometers away. In Year 7 we stream into one top ‘independent learning’ class and
the Cruise class but the rest of Year 7 is in mixed ability groups. There are 111
students in Year 7, 50% boys, and over 150 in Year 8, but with 65% boys. Last year we
had 40 Year 12 students go through so our retention rate is not good. Some leave at
Year 10 but many drop out mid year in Year 11. Getting a car can be more important
than finishing school.
Who’s in the Cruise class?
We select the students on the basis of low scores in the Year 6 literacy and numeracy
tests set by our English Dept and we liaise with the Year 6 teachers on who they
believe would fit. Most of this group are boys and we decided to make it an all boys
class. We call it the Cruise Class after Tom Cruise who was dyslexic but still got to
where he wanted to be.
Over the last 2 years about 80% have been on medication for ADD and over 75%
from single parent families with absent dads. I take them for all subjects except
electives and mandatory Music and Design Tech.

What do you do in class?
Basically I negotiate with the boys. It becomes a flexible curriculum although I do
concentrate particularly on numeracy and literacy. Most of them are non-readers.

Recounting our novel
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All aboard

When I started the boys couldn’t write sentences,
some couldn’t write their own addresses. At first I
tried the normal things: novels, comprehension
and so on. It was hell. It didn’t work and they just
threw it back in my face. So I learnt on my feet
and developed a few alternate approaches to
English and Maths; for example, with recounting
(the skill of retelling an event).
Playstation Game Review
The boys are into playstation games and have
their own magazines. On Fridays I bring in a
computer and have a games console. Both are my
property so they treat it with respect. They bring
in the games that they are interested in. On Friday
morning I ask: “Who’s done their homework?”
I give out two lots of homework a week: on
Monday, marked on Wednesday and on
Wednesday marked on Friday. Each homework
usually consists of a sheet of basic maths and one
on basic literacy such as a cloze passage. Overall
it takes them between 30 and 40 minutes.
If they have done their homework, then they
choose a partner and play any game they want
against each other. Often it’s car racing, soccer,
ice hockey or recently adventure games like Abe’s
Odyssey. If they haven’t done their homework
then they work from a maths book. It really hurts
them to see the others enjoying themselves.
The recount exercise involves reviewing a game
out of a magazine. The task is specifically set out
as follows:
i) When was it designed and who designed it?
(Write 3 lines)
ii) What do you have to do in the game? (Full
sentence)
iii) Do you like or dislike the game? Why? (Full
sentence)

the cruise ship

Non Negotiable Rules
I don’t accept any excuses for not doing the
homework. It is non-negotiable because they’ll
negotiate till the day I die. Once I start listening to
excuses why they haven’t done it, there are
always a thousand reasons and they are brilliant
at making stories to get out of work. One week
it’s one person, the next day it’s someone else. I
say to them, “You’re just changing the structure
to suit yourself. It’s better we have a simple rule:
Do it or Cop it”. There was a lot of kicking and
biting to start with but they do want to play their
games. It’s hard to get there but it’s worth it. It
took 5 weeks for this rule to become a norm in
the class.
Many boys are in the class for a second year as
most are not suited to normal stream school.
Their ability and behaviour means they won’t
hack the compliance required in a mainstream
class. Once they have had a year in Cruise the
Year 8 boys help to bring the new kids around to
understanding that the class does matter to them.

What happens in the playground? Do your
kids get put-down or labelled by others?
This was a major concern. There was a backlash
initially from other students, their peers. They saw
themselves as being in the dummies class so I
work hard to reframe their attitude to being at
school. The beginning sessions with the class are
very important. In 1999 when I first started I
walked into a normal style classroom and
expected to get on with it. But these boys had
been fighting against school and teachers for
years already. The more I fought the more they
dug their heels in. So I stopped.

At first I tried
the normal
things: novels,
comprehension
and so on. It
was hell.

Now in the first session I basically set them up.
The first thing I do is write up the times tables
and get them to copy it down. They hate it. The
comments soon start:

Our Viking experience
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The Cruise Class
S I don’t want to be here. I don’t wanna waste
my time doing that shit’.
T Well, what is this classroom?
S It’s the dummies class. It means we’re stupid.
T What do you mean?
S Can’t read.
T What can you do? - Jim is a champion
motorcross rider. He doesn’t read. Is he stupid? I
can’t ride like that, does that make me stupid? ...
... You can do amazing things with your hands
that I couldn’t possibly do. Does that make me
stupid? ... ... No, I’m not stupid, I’m different. It’s
the same with you. You’re not stupid, you’re
different.
Once we get past ‘stupid’ we have to work out
whether this class is going to be any different to
what they experienced previously at school. They
know they aren’t going to be happy in
mainstream classes. They still have the attitude of
sitting back, arms folded with the look on their
face that says: ‘Go on, I dare you. Teach me. Have
a go. Show me something.’ They still believe, ‘this
bloke doesn’t give a stuff about us; he’s just
another teacher’.
After up to 6 years of being seen as a problem,
what these boys really want is to be respected.
And they can read you like a book. If they sense
that you don’t care, that you’re just another
teacher that’ll put them down, that’ll just make
them feel they’re inadequate, then nothing
changes. We have bad days until they understand
that they’re here for the right reasons.
It takes them a while for them to understand. I
really have to say to them that I’m looking for the
good things about them, not the bad. It only
works if I am committed to them and they can
sense this. “If Cruise class doesn’t work then I
look bad. If I didn’t care I’d throw you back in
the mainstream.”
One big factor is that I insist that we need to
enjoy what we’re doing. “We’re here for a
reason. Let’s try and fix up numeracy and literacy
and we’ll do it differently. We need to have fun
and enjoy what we do.”
So when the other kids tease them I say, “Don’t
worry about them. We’re doing the right thing.
We’re learning, we’re comfortable and we’re
happy here.” Now they pretty much play among
themselves and support each other in the
playground. The other kids leave them alone.
The Simpsons
For comprehension we watch an episode of the
Simpsons and then do a comprehension sheet. In
Term 1 the first 8 questions are multiple choice
and the last two questions require sentences. In
Term 2 the balance changes to 5 multiple choice
34
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and 5 sentence questions and in Term 3 all are
sentence questions. For the boys’ point of view,
we’re watching the Simpsons in class so this can’t
be a bad thing. They’re getting ten out of ten on
the content so once their confidence is built, I up
the ante. “Guys, this is too easy. We’re too good
at this, so we’re going to make it more
challenging”.
As I get to know the boys I begin to see that they
can control themselves when they feel respected
and know where the boundaries are. I took the
class on a three day camp in 1999 during which
none of them needed to come to me for
medication. The camp is usually in September and
focuses on bush walking, survival and basic
things like putting up tents and campfire cooking
so it’s very cheap. The boys operate in groups
which take on different tasks every day. One of
the dads was in the army reserve and took a big
role in organising and planning the camp.
Reading the Newspaper
I had one boy who insisted he couldn’t read.
Every time I suggested something he turned it
down. One day I had brought a newspaper into
the classroom and it was lying on my desk.

S Can I have a look at the paper?
T Why?
S I like looking.
After a couple of minutes I return. He is scanning
the columns in the Motor Vehicles For Sale
section.

T What are you looking for?
S Torana’s.
T I didn’t think you could read.
S Can’t.
T Tell me what have you found.
S There’s an ’84 Torana for $6000.
So I had to really listen to what they wanted to do.
This developed into a unit on reading the
newspaper and budgeting. First, they pair off as if
they are one person. The boys are quite selfish and
they have to negotiate to get the work done. Each
pair has to find a job in the paper and write down
the following details: what the job is, where it is,
how much they get paid a year and why they
want to do it. They have to do the same for a
place to live and for a car or motorbike. For the
next step I get the Harvey Norman catalogue and
they select items to furnish it. They record their
purchases and the prices. At that point they add
up the cost of the items chosen. The question is:
“Can you afford the lifestyle? Can you pay for the
things you want?” Many of the boys have no
concept of money or that they had to get a good
job to pay stuff off. One pair had selected a big

house by the beach in Merewether (an expensive
suburb in Newcastle), big screen TV and so on. We
worked out it would take 400 years to pay it off.
Supermarket Shopping
Another thing I is use is junk-mail catalogues.
Using a spreadsheet I give them a shopping list
and get them to find the prices. They work out
what it costs. “Look guys, we can’t just go to the
checkout and see what it adds up to. We have to
afford it.” The two who get the closest answer, I
buy them a Mars Bar. When they get bored with
doing this exercise I know it’s done its work.

What else is different about the way your
class operates?
We have awards of course. There’s the Dux of
Cruise. I gave an English award for one kid who
had learned to write his name. It was an evening
presentation and his whole family came which
was great. For the parents, their son is getting
something positive which is a big change.
We are the only class with a homeroom. This is
very significant. The boys don’t like change very
much. There are two billboards at the back where
they can put their own stuff up (except for naked
women).
It’s important that, as a man, I role model
alternative behaviour to the group. I never get
angry. I can’t afford to. They are street smart kids
and being a disciplinarian just doesn’t work.

What about the macho attitudes when all
the boys get together?
It’s the first time they’ve been in a boys-only
class. In this area it had always been a group of
boys doing poorly at school. The only people
looked up to as stars are sporting people. Sports
and masculinity go hand in hand. In this district
every bloke used to become a miner so they
didn’t need to work hard at school. Even though
those jobs are gone now these kids still have the
same macho attitude. We talk about what it
means to be a man.
T What’s manly?
S Being sporty. Punching someone’s head in.
T I love cooking. Am I still a man?
Most of our class discussions are pretty direct,
such as, should women go to the front line? We
also talk about homophobia. I’d hear comments
like, “So and so’s a poofter.” I’d ask, “How do
you know? You probably don’t even know what a
poofter is.” So we talk about what is one and
how we know. “What does such a person look
like?” Then we move on to stereotypes and back
to what is a man and what is a women. They do
have to be reminded but each time I’d say “How
do you know?”, and they’d shut up. Over the year
they gradually drop the ‘poofter talk’.

Why is it a boys-only class?
At the school we have had discussions about
involving girls in the program. Because there are
many more non-literate boys than girls there’d be
only a few girls to a majority of boys. It would be
harder for them as a minority to be equals in the
classroom. They’d get ridiculed. In the end it came
down to whether the class would work with
equal numbers of boys and girls. My view is that
these boys have problems socially and don’t
interact very well with girls. It would become
another major issue that would get in the way of
learning, so at this stage we decided to go for an
all boys class.
We set the class size at 16 on the basis that the
larger the group is, the more we lose the class as
there isn’t enough time for individual attention.
After the initial year we only take in Year 7 students
and most stay into Year 8, occasionally into Year 9
or 10. Taking in older students doesn’t work and by
the time they reach Year 9 it’s too late. They’re too
interested in getting out of the joint.
To get into the class the parents have to agree.
Initially there was not a lot of support for Cruise.
One parent refused to even come down and see
what we do. More recently I have had comments
like: ‘If .... wasn’t in Cruise, he’d be expelled’, ‘His
whole work ethic at home has changed. If I tell him
to do the dishes he doesn’t just walk away’.

How do you know Cruise is working?
Absenteeism and suspension rates drop
dramatically. Suspensions in this group generally
halve by mid year. There is much less trouble and
incidents with this group of boys compared to
similar groups in previous years. Retention rates
have improved substantially. I have only lost one
boy since 1999 and usually this group would have
left by the middle of Year 9. Now, all Cruise kids are
going through until School Certificate in Year 10.
That is, they re-enter mainstream classes in Year 9.

I never get
angry. I can’t
afford to. They
are street smart
kids and being
a disciplinarian
just doesn’t
work.

We use the ELLA test measurements for literacy.
This is a state-wide test administered in Term 1 of
Year 7 and Year 8, so I can check progress and see
what they need to focus on. Last year 5 boys
made major improvements, although some boys
declined. Two boys moved from extremely low to
just below normal which was a huge change.
This year I set them a 4 week assignment to do in
pairs on the Vikings. I’m into medieval recreation
and bring in armour that I’ve made. They really
get into it. They researched weapons, photocopied
pictures, made a plan, made a rough copy to
show to me. They pinned up their work in the
classroom and read each other’s. This wouldn’t
have happened last year. For the first time I saw
the boys actually take pride in their bookwork.

Mark Snedden is Year Co-ordinator for Year 7 & 8
and can be reached at West Wallsend High
School on 02 49532111
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Rollo Browne talks to Dennis Betts, Kym Richardson and Angela Murfet of Brooks
High School, Tasmania, about how the culture of their school changed.

Students participating in “Adopt A Class” program at a local television studio

The No Dole Program
Building belief in a positive future
Tell me something about your school and the problems you faced?
Brooks High is a co-ed school of 560 students in Years 7 - 10. We are in the northern
suburbs of Launceston, Tasmania, which is an area of high unemployment. A number
of students are from families who are ‘second-generation unemployed’. Some have
never had a culture of work modelled for them.

“Why bother
with school?”
and “There’s no
jobs anyway, so
there’s no point
looking”.

In 1995 nearly 25% of our Year 10 leavers went straight onto unemployment benefit.
About 80% of these were boys. Our retention rate of Year 10 students going into Year
11 at one of two Launceston Senior Secondary Colleges was approximately 50%,
much less than the state average of 72%. The culture of the school for many students
was one of alienation, dominated by a lack of hope. Non-attendance was a big
problem, particularly boys. The attitude was “Why bother with school?” and “There’s
no jobs anyway, so there’s no point looking”.
There were poor community perceptions of the school. Management of students had
become dominant on the school agenda. The Department of Education officially
designated Brooks High School as Category A - ‘difficult to staff’. Teachers had a right
of transfer after 3 years. Half of the staff had left at the end of 1994.
In addition we had major challenges with literacy: 30% of Year 7 entrants with a
reading age of less than 9 years, 8% with a reading age of less than 7 years. Literacy
is still a major issue . Over 25% of students have a reading age 2 -3 years below their
chronological age; of these 2 out of 3 are boys.

What happened?
The then Principal, Peter Hutchinson, focused on linking the school and the students
to the community and what it offered. The first strategy was establishing a schoolbusiness partnership, and working closely with the Beacon Foundation to develop a
commitment from both the students and from local businesses and the community
generally to create a positive future for every student. This was followed by the notion
of a No Dole Charter.
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Student getting
“hands on”
experience during a
work placement

The aim was on
a) getting businesses to create concrete
opportunities for students not considering
going on to Year 11; and
b) getting Year 10 students to commit
themselves to finding a constructive
alternative to the dole.
A series of programs were introduced into the
school, local businesses were approached with
specific opportunities to work with the school, the
response was excellent, and the Business
Partnership Committee (BPC) was born.
Business Partnership Committee
In 1994 a letter was sent to about 350 local
businesses as an open invitation for them to
participate in any way they could to assist in the
development of the No-Dole Program. The BPC
plays a definitive role in all aspects of the NoDole program. For example, when applying for
funding from the Australian Student Traineeship
Foundation to further develop the No-Dole
Program, we were overwhelmed with support
from business persons, parents and local
training organisations.

No Dole
The centrepiece of the No Dole strategy is a
formal public occasion where Grade 10 students,
business partners, politicians from all levels of
government, teachers, parents and other adults
sign a giant No-Dole Charter, which reads

I willingly commit myself to the No-Dole
Project, which aims to positively place every
Year 10 student in further education, training
or employment by March 31.
This ceremony is now in its seventh year. It has
taken on a quasi-religious feel, and is taken very
seriously by all the participants, who see it as a
public commitment. The timing of the launch
varies from year to year, depending upon the
availability of the special guest. In the seven
years these guests have included two Tasmanian
premiers, the Governor of Tasmania, the Prime
Minister and the Leader of the Federal
Opposition.
The public pledge is just that - what is important
are the range of initiatives we have put in place
to support the students. These have evolved since
1995 and now include:

The BPC meets bi-monthly, either at the school, or
in the premises of a business partner. We actively
and strategically seek members for the BPC from
the local business community. The longer view is
that this is the community in which our students
will take up their places.
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The No Dole Program
1 Yr 10 Workshops
A series of workshops for Year 10 students are
run each year aimed to cover their future needs:

motivated by the need to focus the student on his
or her future so as to make sense of their school
education.

• Secondary College workshops, visits and
‘taster’ days

Students can self-refer for work placement and
staff or parents request placement for a particular
student. All placements are organised through the
Education & Employment Liaison Officer and the
Support Officer (EELO & EESO). By special
agreement, some students undertake work
experience placements during school holidays.

Both Launceston College and Newstead
College, for which Brooks is a feeder school,
spend time at Brooks providing course
information and a basic understanding what
life as a student is like at college. Newstead
College brings ex-Brooks students who
discuss college life from a student perspective.
During the Newstead visits, Brooks Year 10
students fill out enrolment forms for the
Newstead College Taster Day, during which
our students attend a mock day at college,
and get a taste of the institution. These
college workshops take place in either May or
June. Students are supported through the
processes of enrolment into colleges for the
following year.
• TAFE University & Maritime College sessions:
Representatives from each of these
institutions present information sessions
which generally include: future career options,
life as a student, costs, course options, and
more. These workshops are often
complemented by visits to those institutions.
• Employers Expo
Also known as the mini-careers expo, this
workshop is logistically the most difficult to
organise. Initially, students are surveyed to
discover where their career interests lie. From
this information between 25 and 30 people
from varied professional, trade and other
work areas are invited to speak with students
at the school for about 30 minutes each about
their career area, training, future
development, pathways, etc. Where possible,
we seek former Brooks students to be part of
these sessions.
2 Work Placements
Work placements are an important element in the
No Dole program, providing students with the
opportunity to “taste” the world of employment
for themselves.
Unlike many other Tasmanian high schools, we do
not automatically send every Year 10 student
simultaneously on a week’s work experience
placement. Rather, students have the chance to
have a work experience placement at a time
which is most appropriate to their particular
learning needs. In special circumstances students
from other years, usually Year 9 but occasionally
Year 8, also undertake work placements. With
younger students, the placement is often
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Usually the experience confirms a student’s
interest in a certain career area but it can have
the opposite effect: the student realises that what
looked like a good vocational idea doesn’t live up
to the reality. For instance, earlier this year a
Grade 10 boy who was keen to work in the
metals industry found after his work placement
that he felt “closed in “in a workshop situation,
and has now revised his goals to incorporate a
more outdoors career - the Army!
We have found that work experience is one of the
most valuable components of the No-Dole
Program, providing real opportunities for students
to get an idea of the world of work. To prepare for
it, we survey students at the end of Year 9 on
their aspirations for the future.
Do you find much difference between the
boys and girls?
Only about 10% of boys and just over 25% of
girls see themselves going on to tertiary study. We
generally find that the girls have higher
aspirations than the boys. This reflects the culture
in our area - the poverty, the difficulty of making
a go of it and getting ahead. The boys are keener
to get a job, and we work hard to encourage
them to see the long-term benefits of continuing
their education. Of those students that go to
College (Years 11 & 12) about 60% are girls.
We follow this up with surveys in Year 10 to assist
planning for No-Dole workshops. Predictably,
perhaps, the boys show a preponderance of
interest in the traditional “trades” areas - metals,
automotive and carpentry, and less interest in the
emerging employment areas such as in the
technologies. This probably is a reflection of the
community aspirations.

What makes the most impact on the boys’
aspirations?
Year 10 work placements, maintaining
connections at TAFE and hearing from older
students talk about their experiences. We get
former students to return and talk to current
students. At our workshops in Term 2 & 3 on
occupations, we get perhaps 20 people in 20
different rooms and the more ex-students we
have, the better it goes. Also getting boys into

TAFE pre-vocational programs while they are still
at Brooks makes a difference, especially if their
hold on school and learning is tenuous. For
instance, we have 8 boys in Pre-Voc Mechanics.
This is significant as these would be seriously at
risk of dropping out otherwise.

A year after the No Dole Program began the
Adopt-A-Class program started in Year 8. We
selected business partnerships for Year 8 and then
in 1998, Year 9 classes as well. As the name
suggests, a business adopts a class and visaversa.

Mentoring
Since 1995 we have developed a significant
network of businesses willing and capable of
mentoring students through work experience. So
far over 200 businesses have been involved.

Managers visit their class and speak about their
work. Students visit the work place as a whole
group and also in small groups. They go primed
with questions intent upon discovering what the
business is, why it exists, how they operate and
what it means to be an employee. They see the
responsibility placed on workers and how
interdependent workplaces are in order to get the
job done. This is news to them.

One of the aims of the No Dole program is to help
students to eventually develop their own
networks in the world of work. This is particularly
important given the school’s relatively
disadvantaged status, and the fact that for a
significant percentage of the cohort, there is an
absence of any sort of “work culture” in the
home, and indeed within the community. An
example of this is the boy who developed a close
relationship with a retired mechanic, who worked
at Birribi (see below) as a volunteer. This student,
who was among our most challenging, has now
continued to TAFE, and is doing well. Over time
with his mentor, his anger and sense of alienation
dissipated and he began to see himself as
someone who could be successful. The mechanics
was of secondary importance to the growth of his
self-respect.
3 Industry Visits and Displays
Throughout the year, businesses, industries and
institutions are invited to set up displays in the
school, to further student’s awareness and
interest in career areas they may not have yet
considered. Our business partners often set up
these displays such as ACL Bearing Company,
Tasman Metal Industries, and Launceston Country
Club Casino. This is followed up by visits by Year
10 students when there is sufficient interest by a
large group or a need is identified. Individual
students and small groups also undertake their
own visits and fact-finding tours.
4 Adopt-A-Class
After the successes of the No-Dole program in
Year 10, it was clear that the program should be
extended into other parts of the school’s
curriculum across all years, so that vocational
learning was accepted as a legitimate component
of preparing students for the future. This has
particular validity in an environment where there
is a significant element of second generation
unemployment, and where students have not
experienced the “work talk” in their homes, or
been part of the regular routines associated with
employment, such as getting up on time for work,
and so on. A lot of students need to understand
what’s involved in the world of work.

The program operates one block per week
(double period) during Term 2 (Tasmania has a
three-term year). It is important that the students
create some form of tangible outcome from the
program. Last year a class was adopted by the
local newspaper. After studying how it worked
and the jobs involved, the class created its own
newspaper. They took on roles doing things like
selling advertising, finding stories, editing text so
that they operate as much as possible like the
workplace. This year a class has been adopted by
the local Convention Centre. This involves the
stock control, budgets, invitations, décor, waiters
and cleaning staff, and a host of other roles. They
intend to put on a cocktail party for their class
project.
Students are immersed into the world of work
through the close contact with a local business
which amounts in essence to work networking.
They get a sense that school is not separate
somehow from what happens afterwards. Tasman
Metal Industries, a filing cabinet manufacturer,
adopted a class on 1999. Currently three exBrooks students work there. It is also an easy way
for businesses to find out who are good
employment prospects.

What makes it work?
It’s the connection between the business and the
class in the context of shared experience. They
enter and understand the world from someone
else’s point of view. There’s a broad range of
businesses that feed into the local picture. This
year we’ll match the business to the class as
much as possible.
5 Adopt-A-Professor
In 1999 the No-Dole Program capitalised on links
with the University of Tasmania to provide
students the opportunity to meet an academic
from the local university, visit the campus and
spend time being mentored on-campus by exBrooks students. We show them the literacy and
other types of support available at each stage and
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The No Dole Program
buddy them up with an ex-student. Talking to an
ex-Brooks students usually makes an impact.
The program was introduced to complement
other transition to work programs
The Adopt -A - Prof element also dispelled any
perception in the school community that Brooks
was only interested in getting students jobs, and
that we didn’t take further education seriously
enough, or value tertiary education.
Once again this program has opened doors for
students which often they had not even known
existed, and given them new confidence about
their ability to succeed. It has also raised their
expectations and goals, and for those who had
already seen themselves in this light, given them
a firsthand taste of university life.

It sounds like your teachers are quite
aligned in this program.
Every teacher is in one of four Learning Teams,
including the principal and assistant principals.
The previous principal made the shift to a Middle
School, Senior School in 1995 as a response to
the alienation. He wanted to build the
relationship between students and learning. This
approach has been expanded in the last two
years to encompass the entire school - in years 7
& 8 there’s a core teacher who spends two thirds
of the week with their own class, teaching across
a number of learning areas. In Year 9 there’s a
Core Team which teaches those subjects across
the entire grade. In Year 10 we add a negotiated
curriculum. It translates to teachers knowing the
students in their care really well, and the
relationships forged are critical in helping
students make the transitions inherent in
adolescence and emerging adulthood.

How do staff get together and how
important is this?
Staff rooms are set up in the year-level Learning
Teams. Staff are organised and have most contact
with each other around the student groups rather
than by subject or faculty. Our day to day
operation pivots around the teams, each of which
is led by a senior staff member who key
responsibility is making sure that the curriculum
for the grade is fitting the students. The Learning
Teams approach is one of the reasons why the
school has turned around.
Two years ago, the school day was reorganised
into three blocks of about 100 minutes. The
breaks are at recess and lunch. This has had a
great impact - classes are more focused and
practically oriented, students actually engage in
their learning, there is greater flexibility to make
use of the wider community and the chance for
students to get lost between lessons has
disappeared. Importantly, the saving in learning
40
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time on task in class amounted to almost 4 full
school weeks in a year, therefore we were able to
achieve more, and not feel constrained by not
enough time to devote to the “basics”. We were
able to introduce an activities week, for instance,
when we put aside the normal learning program,
and undertake a wide range of “fun” learning
experiences, as well as recreational activities.

Learning Support
Our Learning Support program plays an important
part in assisting many of our students succeed in
High School. In literacy we focus on Years 7 & 8
using both withdrawal and classroom support
with learning support teachers, teacher aides and
volunteers. The withdrawal groups are mixed,
usually 3 or 4 students, although we see 2 boys
for every girl. Our benchmark data on student
literacy and numeracy levels, which shows the
level of improvement (generally about two years
increase in literacy levels for each chronological
year in the program), has a significant impact on
student morale.

What happens at Birribi?
The other critical components in changing the
school culture is the Birribi off campus facility,
where we run special programs for students at
risk. Birribi is a former fire station about 600m
away from the school. There is a full time coordinator and two part-time youth workers who
together provide a wide range of focussed
programs which assist students sort out issues in
their lives which are preventing them from
achieving much success in a mainstream context.
These programs include helping students manage
their feelings, including anger, grief, abuse - as a
victim and within the family - and work towards
developing self-respect and refocusing on
the positives.
Birribi caters for about 80 students a week and
most programs are in school time. About 70% of
the students who go there are boys and it works
as a pressure valve for the students who are
resistant to mainstream school. We also run
diversionary programs there to cater for those
students who can’t manage a full day of school,
and who would otherwise become part-time
enrolments. I suppose we could run three Birribi’s.
One of the best school symbols was produced
there. A group restored a Mini-Minor as a fire
truck complete with ladder and lights. It’s very
popular, we drive it within the local community
and other functions in the city as a visible
reminder of what the school is on about.

What else is significant for the boys?
The Agricultural Studies program for students in
Grades 8, 9 and 10, focussing on Cattle Handling
and Horse Management is very significant. It’s an

opportunity for the boys to show affection and
care without threatening their masculinity,
because it’s directed towards animals. The boys
soon learn that with a 400 kilo cow, it doesn’t
work to use aggression. They have to be gentle.
For some kids it’s the thread, “Something I’m
good at”. Sometimes it’s the only thing that
keeps them in school. We lease a small farm on
30 acres next door, (from one of our key business
partners, ACL Bearings) which enables us to
maintain a VET program, the only Year 11 activity
on campus. We currently have 9 full-time VET
students, interestingly only 3 boys..

How do you know the overall program
is working?
There was a dramatic change in the first three
years. The students began to believe that there
was a future beyond Year 10; that there were
adults looking out for young people out there in
the community. Now we spend most of our time
talking, talking, about the importance of the
outcomes of school: that there can be a positive
personal future; that it involves social
responsibility and simply having a go. Doing
nothing, at school or once they graduate, is not
an option.
We have had 100% success rate in ‘No Dole’
placement of Year 10 leavers since 1996. There
has been a strong focus on school-to-work
transition and students’ attitudes have changed.
There has been a significant increase in retention
to Year 11 or relevant training programs, now
higher than the state averages, and significant
success in placing students in the workforce.
Over time, there has been national recognition for
our innovative school-to-work transition
programs, and the No-Dole program, with the
support of the Beacon Foundation, is set to be
launched in four different states during 2001.
We have had positive reaction from parents to
No-Dole and related programs. There was
unanimous support for the expansion of the
program in the school’s Partnership Agreement,
and subsequent survey data supports our
approach. The local media has been outstanding
in their support of the program, and this has had
a great impact on changing local and state
perceptions. It has raised the community’s self
esteem too. The program has featured twice on
national television (A Current Affair), and
highlighted in the recent “Report from the Prime
Minister’s Youth Pathways Action Plan Taskforce”
as an example of good practice.
Staff turnover has been substantially reduced
during the period. Half the staff left at the end of
1994. In 1998 I was one of 10 new staff and in
2001 there were only 2 new staff. This stability is

priceless in building those positive relationships
which are at the core of the school’s success.
Playground relations have changed. There is less
aggression and the “us and them” mentality has
gone. There is a sense of belonging now and a
culture of expectation in the school. Ironically,
there has been a slight increase in suspensions
throughout the period, principally because those
expectations about behaviour have risen, and the
focus is on a learning culture which will not be
compromised by anyone.
As you can see from the above outcomes,
changes have been dramatic. However, challenges
remain. The level of local and state
unemployment remains depressingly high, a
significant minority of our students exhibit
challenging behaviours and come to us with
equally significant social, emotional and learning
issues. What we do have is a sense of purpose
and direction, an overwhelmingly positive
community and business response to our
endeavours, and a more “level playing field” for
our students. It’s a different school from seven
years ago.

So what are the main challenges?
This may sound familiar, but funding and
sustainability (irrevocably linked) are crucial
issues for us. We have embedded the programs
into our school life, and we approach all avenues
for potential support and funding as creatively.
Every dollar is used to make a difference. What
we need to do is encourage the society at large to
recognise what we do as a long-term investment.,
and a cheap one at that! We have the tangible
results to show we do make a difference.

Dennis Betts is Principal of Brooks High School
since 1998. He can be contacted on 036326 1033
or email dennis.betts@education.tas.gov.au
Angela Murfet is the Brooks High School No Dole
Co-ordinator. Ph 03 6326 1033 or email
angela.murfet@education.tas.gov.au
Kym Richardson is Education & Employment
Liaison Officer, email
kym.richardson.education.tas.gov.au
The term “No Dole” has been registered by the
Beacon Foundation, as part of its goal to make
the philosophy and practice a national initiative.
The Adopt A Class program was declared a “first
of its kind”, and was initially funded in 1998 by a
grant from AusIndustry of $20,000. The program
has now been established in a number of other
schools as a means of developing positive
partnerships with business and industry, and has
attracted national attention for its success.
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Stories From the Frontline
I’ve been spotted
Ev Baldwin from Portland North Primary School, Victoria, has developed an
interesting award system that seems to be making a difference to both boys’ and
girls’ social behaviour in the playground. It’s called “I’ve been spotted” and it’s aim is
to catch kids being good.

particular acts
of kindness that
may not be
rewarded
normally.
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Teachers, as part of their normal play ground duty take note of children doing
particular acts of kindness that may not be rewarded normally. Things like helping
someone who’s hurt or asking someone to join in a game are noticed and recorded in
a book by the teachers without the children being aware that they’ve been spotted.
At assembly, the “I’ve been Spotted” Awards are eagerly awaited by the children. Ev
has enlisted the support of a major educational publishing company, so each child
who receives an award can choose a book from a range of high quality books
donated by the publisher. This reinforces positive co-operative behaviours and an
interest in reading. So far this year 30 boys and 27 girls have been nominated for
awards for similar acts of generosity or kindness to others. You might not immediately
think that boys are equally kind to others in the playground, but they sure love being
spotted.

Six of the Best
Marg Fitzpatrick describes the use of a positive
thinking tool for boys.
‘Six of the Best’ has been running for the last 4
years at Kostka Hall, Yr 5 - 8 Junior Campus of
Xavier College, a boys school in Melbourne. I have
found the card and six questions are a powerful
way to turn boys on to thinking positively by
reflecting on the best things of the day. As a
process for building a sense of learned optimism,
it works for staff and parents too. The questions
also easily link to our spiritual values. First I tried
the questions myself as an evening reflection and
found I slept better.
I started out by giving the card to a few students
who were struggling with difficult situations
either at home or at school. I was pleased and
surprised when some boys came to tell me that it
was really helping them cope. Staff were
introduced to the cards and the process and
encouraged to use it with students whenever
possible. Some staff made coloured posters for
display. Subsequently, staff and parents began to
requests more cards as they found themselves
talking about ‘Six of the Best’ at social events.
Now we give them out every year to new parents
and students.

School camps seemed a natural place to use them
to finish each day by reflecting either in written
journals or group rounds. Some examples from
Year 5 students:

• “The best thing I saw today was the
excitement on the other boys’ faces when
they either hit their arrow on the archery
board, reached the top of the rock wall or as
they rode the Flying Fox.”
• “The best thing I did for me over the last few
days was leaving my parents for a while and
giving myself more opportunities.”
• “The best thing I saw was the rock climbing
wall. It was hard but I did it! In the morning
the best thing I heard was the sound of the
kookaburra laughing. The best thing I ate was
the roast for dinner.”
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Stories From the Frontline
Not long ago I went to speak with a Yr 9 boy who
was having a difficult time. School was not
working for him. After a while I asked him, “What
is it that helps you keep going through all of
this?” To my shock he started hitting himself on
the chest. Finally he pulled out from his top
pocket his battered ‘Six of the Best’ card. “This”,
he gasped. I then realised he had kept it on him
for the last three years.
I know of parents who have put it on the fridge at
home and use the questions to start a family
discussion at the dinner table. The children take it
in turns to speak. Parents say that dinner
becomes a more interactive family event.
We also use it in our grandparents mass. The boys
invite their grandparents in for a whole morning.

Finally he pulled
out from his top
pocket his
battered ‘Six of
the Best’ card.
“This”, he
gasped. I then
realised he had
kept it on him
for the last
three years.
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We introduce them to ‘Six of the Best’. We ask the
grandparents to reflect on why their son is so
special and as part of the activities we set aside 5
minutes for grandparents and their grandchild to
share some of their ‘Six of the Best’ with each
other.

Marg Fitzpatrick is PD Co-ordinator, Student
Welfare Co-ordinator and Campus Minister at
Kostka Hall, Xavier College, Victoria and can be
contacted at Kostka Hall on (03) 9592 2127

The initial concept for the card came from a
program on ‘Stress Health and Humour’ by
P Cameron Hill and S Yates.

Updates
Federal Inquiry Into The Education of Boys
The House of Representatives Standing
Committee on Employment, Education and
Workplace Relations Inquiry into the Education of
Boys, was announced in June 2000. Chaired by
Brendan Nelson, the inquiry has been hearing
submissions from interested people and
organisations in major cities throughout Australia.
Currently the inquiry is visiting schools and
hearing presentations in the following locations:
Hobart Tas. Whyalla SA, Coleambally NSW, Darwin
NT and Abergowie Qld.
Submissions are still being accepted and the
report is planned to be completed by December.

Contact James Rees, the Committee Secretary on
Tel: 02 62774573, Fax: 02 62774427 or by email:
EEWR.Reps@aph.gov.au. The website http://
www.aph.gov.au/house/committee/eewr/eofb/
has transcripts of public hearings from October
2000 to June 2001.

NSW Inquiry into Shortage of
Male Teachers
Children were being cheated of positive male role
models with men making up only about one
quarter of the state’s primary school teachers. An
inquiry is to be held into why men were shunning
the teaching profession as numbers continue to
plummet.
Making the announcement on March 13, NSW
Education Minister John Aquilina said, “We need
to find out why young males are not choosing
teaching, particularly primary teaching. There is a
commonly held view that primary school teaching
is not ‘macho’ enough, or that male teachers are
not as welcome within the primary system as
female teachers.

The Inquiry will be headed by Tony Stewart,
Parliamentary Secretary for Education and is
expected to report back in September this year.
The terms of reference are that “the Inquiry will
consult broadly and report on:
1. changes in the rates and patterns of entry,
employment, promotion and resignation or
retirement of males teaching in NSW and
elsewhere, including those from indigenous,
rural and isolated and ethnic communities in
primary and secondary schools
2. current research and literature into the
appropriate and desirable gender mix
amongst classroom teachers in both primary
and secondary schools
3. the views of the community and schools on
the changing gender balance of the teaching
service
4. research into the differing teaching
employment choices of males and females
5. the range and appropriateness of strategies
for attracting prospective males into teaching
and any barriers to their employment, and
6. interventions, strategies and incentives to
attract males into employment in teaching,
other relevant public professions nationally
and internationally”

Submissions and advice on these questions can be
forwarded to the Inquiry into Male Teacher
Numbers, 35 Bridge Street, Sydney NSW 2000
maleteachers@det.nsw.edu.au by 6 July 2001.
Or contact Dianne Duff, Executive Officer, tel:
(02) 9561 8725, fax: (02) 9561 8406,
dianne.duff@det.nsw.edu.au

“This Inquiry will examine the causes and
solutions for this decline. Its recommendations
will be part of the Government’s overall review
into teacher education, due for release later this
year. Meetings will also be held in rural and
regional centres to hear first hand from teachers,
parents and education students themselves about
the role of males in our education system.
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Resource Reviews
Real Boys
Nick Browne reviews William Pollack’s ‘Real Boys’
Pollack is a noted US writer and commentator on
boys issues.

Real Boys is the work of Harvard psychologist
William Pollack. In the wake of the Columbine
massacre, Dr Pollack became a guru on American
TV, in response to widespread public concern
about the ‘problem’ of boys.

the centrality of
shame in the
‘Boy Code’ and
the absolute
necessity for
teachers to
avoid shaming
boys and young
men.

Pollack has since been criticised (by Christina Hoff
Sommers in The War Against Boys, in particular)
for suggesting that the Columbine massacre was
not simply the result of the moral or psychological
deficiencies of the perpetrators, but an extreme
consequence of the pressures facing all young
men. Rather than a simple aberration, the
Columbine killers were at the (extreme) end of a
continuum. Even ‘ordinary’ boys, Pollack asserts,
are in crisis.

Real Boys was written before Columbine,
although its companion volume Real Boys’ Voices
was published after the tragedy and contains a
chapter dealing with
it explicitly.
Central to Pollack’s thesis is the idea that boys
are straitjacketed by what he calls the ‘Boy Code’.
He sees this as having four components:
• ‘The sturdy oak’: men should be stable,
stoic and independent. Men should never
show weakness.
• ‘Give ‘em hell’: boys have to present a ‘false
self’ of extreme daring, bravado and violence.
• ‘The big wheel’: men and boys must
achieve status, dominance and power. They
must avoid shame at all costs and act as if
everything is under control even if it isn’t.
• ‘No sissy stuff’: boys and men cannot
express emotions or urges seen as ‘feminine’
and have to shut them out. When they crack
under the strain, they get, not empathy,
but ridicule.
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Pollack’s scenario has a lot in common with the
crisis perceived by Steve Biddulph in Manhood
and Raising Boys. (As in Biddulph’s work, Real
Boys follows on Pollack’s more general work
about the ‘crisis of masculinity’, In A Time Of
Fallen Heroes).
Like Biddulph’s work, Real Boys is, I believe,
flawed by the almost operatic magnitude of the
crisis that Pollack sees in boys and young men.
Given that Pollack is a psychotherapist, working
largely with troubled men and boys, this is
perhaps hardly surprising-but he does ignore
research which indicates that, by and large, boys
(and girls) are mostly happy and coping with
the world.
Useful Suggestions
Real Boys does, however, have some useful
recommendations for teachers working with boys.
Pollack is surely correct when he points to the
centrality of shame in the ‘Boy Code’ and the
absolute necessity for teachers to avoid shaming
boys and young men. He also stresses the
importance of action in boys’ lives - their need for
physical expression and activity, as well as the
way in which boys use action, rather than talk, as
a way of expressing connection, intimacy and
love.
He suggests assigning each boy a sympathetic
adult (or, at least, older) mentor with similar
interests to exploit this tendency. He also
recommends a close monitoring of those spaces
in the school where the ‘Boy Code’ operates most
intensely, including recess, sports and bus rides.
Particularly useful is the way in which Pollack sees
the potential of sport as a developmental
experience, where many similar writers have
dismissed sport as negative and reinforcing the
‘Boy Code’. Pollack is aware of the potential of
sport - where it becomes too competitive - to
‘force boys back into loneliness (and) shame’.
When managed well, however, sport can be an
experience which:

• can assist a boy to deal openly with feelings
of failure and sadness.
• provides opportunities for emotional
closeness and a comfortable way to share
caring and affection.
• can provide a boost in self-esteem and a
sense of mastery.
• provides lessons in resilience and facing loss.
These observations, as well as more narrowly
focused ones about the difficulty of diagnosing
depression in boys, are useful contributions to the
literature on boys’ education and, despite a
tendency to overstatement and generalisation
about the state of boys, Real Boys is a useful
addition to a professional library.

Real Boys was published by Random House
in 1998.
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Resource Reviews

‘TooCool’

Review by Martin Hammelswang, Magnetic
Island State School Qld.
‘TooCool’ Reading Resource is a collection of 8
stories and audiotapes based around the exploits
of TooCool and his friends. The books are written
by Phil Kettle and illustrated by Craig Smith. The
stories are designed to appeal to boys with titles
like ‘TooCool, Surfing Pro’, ‘TooCool, Footy Hero’,
in fact the set also covers fishing, tennis, Grand
Prix, go-karts, basketball and cricket. The pack
comes with a Teacher’s Resource Book of student
activities and includes ‘scripts’ and associated
worksheets for teacher aides and other reading
helpers to use.
I would recommend the package for a variety of
situations:
• Year 2 or 3 extension activities
• Year 4 instructional text, with activities
• Year 5/6 high interest, lower level reading
Good points
The stories lend themselves to boys as they
involve activity and ‘doing’, with great
imagination. One can imagine some boys
speaking almost exactly as the texts are written.
The texts reflect the genre of commentating,
which many children, especially boys, will be
familiar with. They are well written, requiring the
children to link to the meaning, and to extend
creativity skills so that they can distinguish fact
from imagination.
The Teacher Resource Book seems most valuable.
It guides teachers through activities that will
support the children’s learning. Each chapter of
each book has a set of activities to be completed
before, during and after reading. Comprehension
is working at all stages. Children are guided to
predict content, and are introduced to vocabulary
they will encounter.
The illustrations invite the readers to become
involved. They depict action and support the
written text. This would also allow some analysis
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of the visual text. The final few pages of each text
contain a glossary, a map and factual information
related to the topic of the narrative. Children have
the opportunity to explore the factual information
either during the reading or following it. The
Teacher Resource Book provides follow up
activities for each unit to consolidate learnings.
Limitations
The taped reading is limited. Children will
probably relate to the reader’s voice, but the same
person reads each text. I would have preferred to
hear a variety of voices reading, to provide varying
models of pronunciation, intonation, etc. Also the
reader added an extra word in one part of one
tape, which creates issues when trying to teach
children to read for accuracy. I also felt that some
of the ‘expression’ used by the reader showed
different interpretation of the text from what I
believe the author’s intention to be.
Gender Roles
While the texts would be very useful as part of a
critical literacy program, they are limited in their
gender role representation. The young boy is very
focused on sports, and on traditional ‘boys’ sports,
presenting limited versions of masculinity. In
‘Tennis Ace’, Toocool’s female friend Gemma does
not speak throughout the text. In ‘Slam Dunk
Magician’, Toocool’s male friend Bloggsy
does speak.
Further, Toocool’s father appears in one text, but
not in a speaking role, while his mother is a
constantly appearing character, whose main
speaking role is to nag. The characterisation of
Toocool’s mother on the tape is also open to
some criticism. On the other hand, some of the
illustrations suggest that TooCool has friends from
mixed cultural groups, and he also has one friend
pictured in a wheelchair.
Also provided with the pack is a teacher script for
each text but I found these to be of limited value.
The structure for each text script was the same in
that they provide guidelines for aides/ helpers, but
I imagine that most teachers would not use these
actively. These scripts have limited value, as they
only required the children to listen to the text, not
to read alone during this activity. Included in the
pack are activity sheets to follow up listening to
the text but some of these were only loosely
linked to the texts. The different genres were
glossed over -there were few guidelines as to
how children could write using these genres.

‘TooCool’ is written by Phil Kettle, illustrated by
Craig Smith, published by Scholastic Australia,
2001. ‘TooCool’ books are $8.95 each, audiotapes
$27 each, Teacher’s Resource Book $25 or $282
the whole package. Check out the website on
www.toocoolrules.com or through Scholastic
home page www.scholastic.com.au

Teachers Guide

Cartoon by Cathy Wilcox for the Sydney Morning Herald and The Melbourne Age

Primary Questions
i) What does this cartoonist want you to think
about? Why?

(that car accidents, drug use and swimming
outside the flags are a problem for young
men; that boys think it’s cool to take serious
risks with their lives; that boys will do
anything to be cool, even really stupid things;
and that advertisements only reinforce
this image)
ii) Are these things more of a problem for boys?
How do we know?
We call this risk taking. There are many
different kinds of risks, for example, physical,
emotional, legal. Most involve doing things
that are either dangerous (we could get
physically hurt), scary (we could get
emotionally hurt) or illegal (we could get
charged).

iii) Talk in your class about why people do things
that are risky.

(mates ‘dare’ you to do it; you want to show
you’re game or to prove something; we’re
overconfident of our own capacity; we don’t
think of consequences or the dangers to our
health; because it’s ‘cool’ to disregard
common sense and so on)
iv) Do you know boys who do ‘dumb’ things to
be cool? What sorts of things?
What makes something ‘cool’?
How do we know when a risk is worth
taking?
Think of a time when mates dared you to do
something and you didn’t?
What kind of pressure was there? What did
you feel?

Find out about the health statistics on the
risks that affect boys.

How were you able to stand up to this
pressure?

Choose one area and design a safety
campaign that would appeal to boys.

Write a story
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Teachers Guide
Secondary Questions
i) What does this cartoonist want you to think
about? Why?
ii) Are these things more of a problem for boys?
How do we know?
We call this risk taking. There are many
different kinds of risks, for example, physical,
emotional, legal. Most involve doing things
that are either dangerous (we could get
physically hurt), scary (we could get
emotionally hurt) or illegal (we could get
charged).
Find out about the health statistics on the
risks that affect boys.

Option: Choose one area and design a safety
campaign that would appeal to boys.
iii) Talk in your class about why people do things
that are risky.
iv) Do you know boys who do ‘dumb’ things to
be cool? What sorts of things?
What makes something ‘cool’?
How do we know when a risk is worth
taking?
Think of a time when mates dared you to do
something and you didn’t?
What kind of pressure was there? What did
you feel?
How were you able to stand up to this
pressure?
v) It’s easy for boys to take risks in areas that
they are confident in. What kinds of risks are
boys likely to avoid? And girls more likely
to take?

(For example: emotional risks: telling
someone the truth about how you feel,
talking to a parent about the trouble you have
with something; saying you like someone much harder than saying you don’t like
someone)
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vi) Make of list of things that you would like to
be brave enough to do? Use 5 columns: Home
& Family, School & Teachers, Friends, Outside
School (incl. Sport), In the World.
• Look at your list. Imagine yourself as 20
years old.

(Teachers; talk a little to your students here:
“You know a bit more than you do now. You
know life isn’t easy and that it’s how you
handle life’s disappointments and setbacks
that really matters. You’re the one making
choices about what you do and what’s
important to you. Some of you will be in love,
and care deeply for another. Some of you will
even realise that it is important to take pride
in whatever you do.”)
• Pick one in each area that you would be
proudest of when you are older.
• For each thing you have chosen, make a list of
what you would have to do to get there.
(What would you need to find out, what help
would you need, who might you talk to first?
etc)
• Write a letter from the 20 year old to yourself
outlining what you might focus on in the next
few weeks. Seal it in an envelope address it to
yourself and give it to the teacher. (Teacher:
give it back to them and have them read it, in
4 weeks time)

Image selected by Richard Fletcher, Cartoon by
courtesy of Kathy Wilcox (first published in
Sydney Morning Herald), Activities designed by
Rollo Browne.

Programs Supported by
the Men & Boys Program
The following programs are available through the Men & Boys Program, Family Action Centre, The University of Newcastle.
Contact Michelle see details, inside back cover.

Designing and Implementing
Programs for Boys
Presented by Rollo Browne
What makes programs work? How do we get
skills to stick? What are the key elements, useful
processes, activities and strategies to use
with boys?
This workshop has a practical focus on working
with boys in schools towards social outcomes
We will examine:
• Designing and running programs for boys
• What’s in it for boys? Revealing the need
for change
• A framework for thinking about
boys programs
• Key elements of effective boys
programs including
- Engagement
- Group work
- Use of action methods
• Selecting appropriate topics
• Practical activities and strategies

Building relationships with
“difficult” male students by
observing ourselves.
One day workshop
Presented by David Shores and Jackie Marlu
The relationship between teacher and male
student is recognised by many educators as a
critical factor, necessary for positive social,
emotional as well as academic development.
Much work has been done attempting to
understand and remediate classroom and school
situations where this relationship has broken
down. Often this takes the major focus of
attempting to modify, or manage the behaviours
of the “difficult student”. This often provides a
new start for a more positive relationships.
But what happens when the relationship breaks
down? What do we do when boys continue to
withdraw, resist or actively and consciously work
not to develop a positive relationship or change
their “difficult behaviours?”

Building relationships with “difficult” male
students by observing ourselves, has been
developed specifically with such situations in mind.
The workshop has been conducted extensively,
over five years in South Australian Schools.

• Approaches to building social skills
This is a 2 - 3 hr program with notes provided

Year 9/10 Boys Program on
Masculinity and Power
Presented by Rollo Browne
This is an all day program where your male
teachers run small groups of boys through
rotating activities. Rollo uses action methods to
give a keynote address on power and runs
activities during morning. In the afternoon the
small groups work on and present their solutions
to problems involving bullying, harassment &
violence. Activity sessions include Language and
Sexuality, Images of Masculinity (Photolanguage
or Male Photopak), Males Coping With Pressure.
Staff must run through the program prior to the
day. Suitable venue is required eg library with
sufficient break out rooms.
Copies of teacher notes and student handouts
are provided
The Boys in Schools Bulletin
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Social Education Classroom
Program: Developing social/
emotional intelligence
through an exploration of
risk taking behaviour, with a
focus of boys!
Presented by David Shores
If the Girls’ Educational Strategy was very broadly
about getting our female students out into work
with a wider range of options, then what’s the
aim for Boys’ Education? To get them out into the
world? They’re already there! I believe the aim of
Boys’ Education is rather to get our boys and
young men back into themselves. To
develop introspection!
The Social Education Program uses young males’
attraction to physical risk taking to create an
interest in, and an understanding of, our intra
personal experiences. Participants explore how
these experiences can be used to create more
positive relationships in the classroom. What we
think, feel, do and say are connected. With
practice, by observing ourselves in action, we can
develop an understanding of what it means to
take responsibility for our internal and
external behaviours.

A Whole School Approach To
Boys’ Education

Boys in Schools - What are
they on about?
Presented by Deborah Hartman
In this interactive workshop, Deborah Hartman
will lead participants through a series of activities
that will get us thinking about boys’ motivation
and behaviour. We’ll begin to answer some of the
big questions about boys. What are the links
between male identity and success at school and
in life? What do boys say about school and
teachers? Who are the best role models for boys?
How can we support all boys to behave
appropriately and get the most out of their school
experience? Don’t expect to keep still and be
quiet in this workshop.

Women working with boys
- We can hardly wait till
Monday.
Presented by Deborah Hartman
In this interactive workshop, Deborah Hartman
will encourage participants to share their
successes in teaching boys. We’ll explore what
works for boys and for women teachers. And
we’ll look at how women and men can work
together to support boys in developing a male
identity that includes success at school. To do
this, we’ll examine our own attitudes
and expectations.

Presented by Richard Fletcher
There are three sources of concern about boys:
outcomes for boys in learning, health and welfare;
aggressive and destructive styles of behaviour;
and, our recognition that we do not understand
what makes boys tick.

The Rock And Water
Program
(from the Netherlands)

Whole school approaches to boys’ education
must integrate outcomes planning, behaviour
management and a positive culture for boys. An
understanding of these three areas will enable
staff to engage the boys and community
members to provide better outcomes for all.

Presented by Freerk Ykema

This seminar will present four key steps:
I. Developing staff support
II. Engaging boys as teachers
III. Getting dads involved
IV. Keeping girls in the picture
This interactive seminar provides tools for
building support among staff and parents,
methods for engaging boys, and examples of
current practice where boys learning is improving.
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The Men and Boys program of the Family Action
Centre co-ordinates and promotes the Rock and
Water program in Australia. We would like to see
the program widely adopted. This will happen as
more services have the training and resources to
build the Rock and Water approach into their
work with boys and young men. To maintain the
training momentum, Freerk has arranged to visit
in September/October for 2001 and then again in
March/April and September/October in 2002.
However his time to do workshops is limited and
the workshops cannot be too large since the
training is practical. Schools, districts or
communities can arrange to host a workshop of
one, two or three days. Contact the Men and Boys
Program for a R&W Host-a-Workshop pack.

Boys in Schools - Resources for Teachers
Order Form
Please Note: The University can only accept Australian Dollars
All prices include postage and handling within Australia
Overseas Customers - please add 10% postage

For information on these and other
professional development contact
The Men and Boys Program
Phone: 02 4921 8739
Fax: 02 4921 8686
Email: fmrf@cc.newcastle.edu.au
http://www.newcastle.edu.au/
department/fac/boys

Make cheques payable to: The Men & Boys Program
Send: The Men & Boys Program, Family Action Centre, The University of Newcastle, Callaghan NSW 2308
Title

Pub. No

Price inclusive of GST

The Boys in Schools Bulletin (school set) - 3 copies of each quarterly issue

002S

$75.00

The Boys in School Bulletin (single) - 1 copy of each quarterly issue

970

$35.00

The Boys in School Bulletin back issues - Set of four 1999 Bulletins

004S

$27.50

Being a Man Photopak

979

$132.00

Boys in Schools

961

$27.50

Leadership in Boys’ Education

992

$33.00

‘I Can Hardly Wait Until Monday”

001

$33.00

Report on Men and Boys Project

993

$11.00

Boyz Rulez Posters*

981

$33.00

FatherCare Posters*

983

$33.00

Male Health Posters*

991

$33.00

Boys to Men Posters

004

$40.00

113 Ways to be Involved as a Father

006

$11.00

*Multiple sets of any posters
(5 sets of any - Boyz Rulez, FatherCare or Male Health)

003S

$110.00

The Rock and Water Approach

002

$45.00

974UK

$121.00

Man’s World: A Game for Young Men

TOTAL
Contact Name

School/Organisation

Job Title

Postal Address

Post Code

Order Number

Phone Number

Enclosed my cheque for $AUD
CREDIT Card Payment Option:

Please charge my:

Expiry Date

Card Number

/

Bankcard

Visa

Mastercard

Name:
Address:
Signature:

Post Code:

Qty

Total

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
(specialising in EDUCATING BOYS)
Teachers all over Australia are grappling with the issues of how to best educate boys. What methods work with
boys? What learning styles do boys favour? How can we help boys use all of their intelligences? How can we
deal positively with boys’ behaviour? How do we manage peer groups? What curriculum content will really
engage boys? What types of schools suit boys? What sorts of programs are available for boys? How do we
cater for different groups of boys? What about the girls? Will boys’ programs effect them? What role does the
family play? How do we engage fathers in boys’ education? What is the evidence about boys’ academic and
social situations? These are only some of the questions teachers are asking about boys’ education.
Until recently, there have been very few places teachers can go to get information about boys’ education and
develop advanced skills in teaching boys. Now the Faculty of Education, in association with the Men and Boys
Program, Family Action Centre at The University of Newcastle is offering the GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN
EDUCATIONAL STUDIES (SPECIALISING IN EDUCATING BOYS).
If you want to explore all of the above issues and more with other dedicated teachers of boys and with
specialist lecturers in the field, this is the course for you. It’s offered by distance mode so you can study from
anywhere in Australia or the world. The four courses in the Graduate Certificate can be studied over one or two
years. They cover the academic and social needs of boys; pedagogical issues; school organisation and structural
issues and the links between male identity, other social factors and success in school. You can enrol at the
beginning of each year or mid year. Fees are $700.00 per course, and are a legitimate tax deduction.
This is what some of the current students have to say about the course.

“We’ve changed our whole reporting system to parents as a result of an assignment I did on benchmarking. “
Principal, large private boys’ school.
“Where did you find all this up to the minute information? I haven’t seen it anywhere else. It’s great!” Male
teacher, urban public high school.
“I’ve been able to implement programs for boys with nearly every assignment we’ve done. This is a very
practical course.” Assistant Principal, rural co-ed high school.
“The readings are very exciting. They really get me thinking about the boys I teach.” Female primary school
teacher.
If you want to know more about this important professional development opportunity which allows you to
specialise in boys’ education and can lead on to a Masters in Education,
Contact: Deborah Hartman (Course Co-ordinator)
Ph: (02) 49276415
Email: Deborah.Hartman@newcastle.edu.au
Or Michelle Gifford
Ph: (02)49218739
Email: Michelle.Gifford@newcastle.edu.au
Or for an application pack contact Katrina Kittel, Faculty of Education, University of Newcastle
Ph: (02)49216531
Email: Katrina.Kittel@newcastle.edu.au

